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Port Smith, Ark., OcV 11. Four
Indianapolis, Oct.
bandits bungled the holdup of a north- Samuel Gompers, president of the
bound Kansas City Southern passen- American Federation of Labor, was
ger train between Hatfield and Mena, present at a certain labor union meetArk., early today. One was wounded ing held in St. Louis, Mo., in Novemand captured and the other outlaws ber, 1910, was asked today "by governescaped after a battle with. Messenger ment attorneys in the "dynamite con.
Merrill Burgett of Kansas City, Mo., spiracy" trial.
Frank Schilling, clerk of a hotel in
In which Burgett exhausted his ammuSt. Louis, testified that the Interna
nition and was badly beaten.
tional Association of Bridge and
Burgett shot the robber, who was
discovered an hour later, after his Structural Iron Workers was holding
its annual convention in St. Louis, at
companions had deserted bim, The
robber is being conveyed to Mena. Fif the time. He named Frank M.- Ryan,
ty or more men and an armed posse Chicago; Michael J. Young, Boston;
are pursuing the bandits. Burgett is F, J, McNulty, Newark; M. B. Madden,
In a hospital at Mena. He will recov- Chicago, and Oiaf A. Tveitmoe, San
er. The train, known as No. 2, left Francisco, as registered at the hotel.
The convention was held the month
Hatfield, Ark., about 2 o'clock. While
after the Los Angeles Times disaster
car
was
be
in
his
working
Burgett
saw the bandits clambering up to the and it was at this time, the governside door. They smashed the glass ment charges,, that Tveitmoe told
with their revolver butts. Burgett Ryan, president of the iron workers,
that the "Pacific coast expected a
sprang to his most valuable packages
Christmas
present" in the shape of
bul-j
and hid them, despite the hail of
more explosions.
Tvietmoe also was
lets which the bardits poured into thei
described as "the big paymaster" who
'
car.
financed the dynamiters. At the St.
The packages hidden, Burgett turn- Louis
meeting he is charged with proed his attention to the Invaders, As
moting the Llewellyn Iron Works exrobbers
them
at
the
Burgett fired
plosion.
v
reached through the smashed windows
"Was Mr. Gompers registered at the
held
the
which
loosened
the
catch
and
hotel at the time?" asked Attorney J.
door from the inside. They sprang W. Noel.
into the car, firing on Burgett as they
"He wasn't registered, but was
advanced. The messenger leaped be around the hotel a
good deal," anhind baggage and met the robber's swered the witness.
fire, shot for shot.
United States Senator Kern, for the
The train had attained a speed of defense, objected, saying; "Mr. Gomabout 30 miles an hour and apparently pers is not a defendant. He has nothnone of the train or locomotive crew ing to do with the case."
knew that a holdup was being at
"Nothing other than it will be
tempted. A last shot fired by Burgett shown he had something to do with
before the robbers gained the inside the defense of the conspirators in, the
of the car, wounded one of them. The state of California," replied Mr. Noel.
fight continued hot until Burgett's
Judge Anderson ruled that he at
cartridges were . gone. The robbers present Baw no relevancy in the menclosed in and overpowered him, al tion of Mr. Gompers' name and if none
though he gave battle to the three, appeared in future testimony, he
weilding the butt of his short shotgun would so instruct the jury.
effectively. The bandits clubbed the
Pieces of exploded bombs, old tin
messenger repeatedly, asking: "Where cans in which nitroglycerin had been,
is that package of money?"
carried, cartridges, fuses and magaBleeding, Burgett crouched in a cor- zine guns were put in readiness by the
oner of the car while the robbers bru- government today to be 'used as extally beat and kicked him, but did not hibits in the dynamite conspiracy
reveal the hiding place. The ban- trial. Gathered from many sections of
dits searched the car carefully, found the country on the wake of Ortie E.
nothing, then applied the air brakes. McManigal and the ivleNamaras, they
classified by Clarence W.
By this time the train conductor have been
district attorney,
assistant
Nichols,
As
the
an
had begun
investigation.
conductor came forward with his lan- and are to be used as physical evitern the robbers fled. In answer to dence in the government's charges of
the conductor's repeated knockings on illegal interstate shipment of exploexthe door of the express car Burgett sives. Six hundred and twenty
to
are
listed.
,,
been
They
struggled to his feet, unlocked the hibits have
revived
was
He
door, then fainted.
.
(Continued from Page Four).
long enough tq'give a brief sketch of
the attempted,' holdup and the train
was rushed Info Mena. A. posse was
organized to pursue the robbers into
the hills near. Hatfield. and Potter,
Ark. Near Potter the wounded rob,
ber was found.
A DLOOBY FIGHT
The wounded robber, who is unidentified, received a charge of shot in the
breast near the heart. Probably he ATTEMPT TO START OPERATIONS
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MR. KNOX RETURNS

Seattle, Wash , Oct. 1. The cruiser
Maryland, bearing secretary of State
Knox from Janan, and Secretary of
from Honolulu, arthe Interior
rived today. M Fisher desires to
r

"or San franclso at free and
to
Kr.or is nn:;o,:s to return
na-the
but
republican
Washington,
tional and state committees have ar
ranged political meetings In Seattle
and Portland at which Mr. Knox will

start
Mr.
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The Scores to Date.
First game: Boston,

New York, 3,
Second game: Boston,
New York, 6.
'Third game; Boston,
New York, 2.
Fourth game:
Boston,
New York, 1.
The Financial Side.
The national commission

4;
6;

Polo Grounds, New York, Oct. 11.

The Boston; Americans defeated the
New York Nationals by a score of 3
to 1 today in the fourth game of the
world's Beries before a crowd numbering about 40,000 people. Joe Wood,
Boston's pitching star, was invincible
when hits meant runs and the New
York batters could do nothing with

him.
Wood did not give a base on bans.
Wagner played a strong game at short
for Boston, taking several hard hit

balls that were heading for center
field while on the dead run and pinching the batters at first by fast throws.
Sodden clouds that made a constant
threat of rain failed to dampen the ar.
dor of thousands of New York baseball
enthusiasts, who tiocked out to the
Polo grounds today to see the fourth
game of the world's series between
the New York Nationals and the Bos-

ton Americans.
The National commission did not decide, to play the game until a few minutes before noon,, when Umpire
O'Loughlin reported that while the
playing field was very soggy, a game
could be played if no more rain fell.
The good fans waited for hours in
line that extended for many
blocks from the B ush stadium until
the gates were opened.
A heavy rain fell ouring the night.
The commission
decided
that the
game had better be played today, as
indications were for rain tomorrow.
There was a wild yel of joy from the
crowd when the gates were opened
and the lower grandstand and back-fielbleachers began to fill rapidly.
The home club was the first on the
field and as the players appeared they
were given hearty cheers. The usual
batting practice followed. An hour and
a half before the game found the sky
screened, with dull gray clouds and
there was a suspicion of mist in the
air. The infield was In fairly good
condition for playing, but the outer
gardens were soaked and were very
slippery.
Tesreau and Meyers was anounced
as the battery for New York and
Wood and Cady for fioston. Umpire
Rigler went behind the plate; Umpire
Evans went to left field; Umpire Klem
went to right field, and Umpire
O'Loughlin prepared to, take care of
decisions" on bases.
First Inning.
First half Boston: The first ball
pitched was a strike, which gave the
crowd a chance to cheer. Hooper singled over second after having three
balls and two strikes called on him.
Yerkes bunted the ball and Meyers
picked it up" and threw wildly over
second, trying to catch Hooper. Hooper was held at second, With Hooper
on second and Yerkes on first the Boston crowd turned loose a loud cheer.
Yerkes was forced at second when
Fletcher took Speaker's grounder and
threw to Doyle whp completed a double play by throwing Speaker out at
first. Hooper took third on the play.
Fletcher threw out Lewis at first. No
runs, one hit, one error.
Wood
Second half New York:
curved the first ball over for a strike
Devore fanned.
on Devore.
Doyle
singled to left. Doyle was forced at
pecirtid' when Gardner took Snodgrass'
grounder and threw to Yerkes. Snodgrass was caught napping at first,
Wood to Stahl. No runs, on hit, no

3;

fi-

gures and receipts at today's
Paid attendance, 30,502; total receipts, $76,644; national
commission's share, $7,644.50;
$41,387.76;
share,
players'
each club's share, $13,795.92.
The total sum ailoted to the
players was more than $106,-00for the first three games
played, as against $127,000
ordered for the entire share
last year. . The players' share
for the first game was $40,568.
0

sent up a high fly which Doyle caught.
Three New York pitchers are now
warming up, in the back field. Wagner flied to Snodgrass. Cady struck
out. One run, one hit, no errors.
Second half New York:
Murray
struck out. Three balls served. He
did not off er to swing at any of them.
Merkle singled to right, after having
two strikes called on him. Merkle
stole second, Cady's throw was wide
and high. Herzog went out, Yerkes
to Stahl
Merkle took t.Vrd on he
play.
Meyers flied to Lewis, who
judged the ball badly and only caught
it by leaping into the air. No run),
one hit, no errors.
Third Inning
First half Boston: The New York
crowd gave Joe Wood a great hand

WITNESSES EXAMINED
IN THE BECKER CASE

d

TWO PEOPLE CLAIM THEY WERE
' ARRESTED TO PREVENT
TESTIMONY.
Jacob and Mor-

ris Luban, the "mysterious" witnesses
found by District Attorney Whitman
in jail at Newark, were at the criminal
courts building today, waiting to be
called to the stand at the trial Of police Lieutenant Becker, charged with
the murder of Herman Rosenthal.
They were held in Newark on charges
of forgery, but on their statement that
their arrest was a "frame up" and that
one of them was an eye witness to the
murder they were paroled and brought
to New York.
Giovanni Stanich, nanother witness
to the tragedy, and Mrs. Lillian Rosenthal, widow of the murdered gambler, were other witnesses whom it was
expected the state would call early.
The informers, Rose, Vallon, Webber
and Schepps, were held in readiness
as usual and it was thought possible
that enough progress might be made
to reach Rose's testimony.
Ryan A ppears Frightened
Thomas Ryan, a chauffeur. and an
eye witness of tips murder, was the
first witness called today. His appearance was a surprise to the defense, for his name had not previously figured In the case. The four gun
men were brought into court and Ryan
was asked to pick out the man who
fired the shot that killed Rosenthal.
"Whom did you refer to of those
four men," asked Assistant District
Attorney Moss.
Ryan appeared frightened. "I did
not refer to anybody," he declared,
shifting his eyes quickly over the four

Utah, Oct. 11. Fifty dep-lusheriffs and several hundred Gree t
strikers bad the first serious encounter in the Bingham miners' strike toOne Greek miner was shot
day.
men.
through the leg. Another was knock"Didn't you tell the assistant district
ed down with a rifle butt Both were
taken to the hospital. A number were
attorney in the prison yesterday that
you were afraid to put your, hand on
arrested. The trouble occurred when errors.
him," pursued Mr. Moss.
Second Inning
the strikers gathered at a hillside set"I tfas afraid to because I might put
Fliat half 'Boston: Gardner drove
tlement opposite the Utan Copper
bases.
for
steam
to
a
center
three
a
shovel
where
hit
my hand on the wrong man," answercompany'B pit
long
.
was put in operation.
On a wild pitch Gardner Bfored. Stahl ed Ryan in a weak voice.
Bingham,
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MAKING
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SINGLES.
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IS FLAYED OTHER

WITNESSES
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BUT ONE EROn IS CHALKED UP INVESTIGATION COMMITTEE
JOURNS UNTIL MONDAY
AGAINST EV.JH OF THE
'; MORNING.
CLUB.
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TURKS CAUGHT UHTEEPAiEO
OTTOMAN

HAD FEW
EMPIRE
TROOPS ALONG NEIGHBOR'S
BORDER LINE.

as he went to the plate. Wood sin- , Washington, Oct 11. Edward T.
London, Oct. 11. The fall of ihe
gled to right. Hooper walked to first Stotesbury of Philadelphia, banker and Turkish city of Scutari Is imminent.
on four wide balls. Wood was forced associate of J. P. Morgan, was the first Unless Turkish reinforcements arrive
at third when Tesreau took Yerkes" witness examined today by the Clapp soon, the town, with its manufacturles
grounder and threw to Herzog. Doyle committee Investigating campaign ex of firearms, will be taken by the adthrew out Speaker at first, Hooper ad- penses. Other wtinesses scheduled in. vancing Montenegrin army. The Otvancing to third and Yerkes to second. eluded William S. Edwards,' Roosevelt toman government took lightly MonLewis was thrown out at first, Flet- leader in West Virginia; Fred W. Up- - tenegrin threats, and the Turkish milcher to Merkle. No runs, one hit, no ham of Chicago and S. Aranowitz of itary au thorites were not prepared on
New York.
errors.
that frontier as on the Servian and
Second half New York: Fletcher
Stotesbury testified be had collect Bulgarian borders. Hence the reportwent out, Wood to Stahl. Tesreau ed $165,795.50 In Pennsylvania In 1904 ed contiued success of the King
struck out on three pitched ball. De- for the republican national conven Nicholas forces.
vore out, Gardner to Stahl. No runs, tion, the money going to the national
The Montenegrins followed up their
no hits, no errors.
committee. Principal contributors to success by capturing yesterday the
the 1904 fund were: Former Ambas fort guard In Turshi, thus improving
Fourth Inning
First half Boston: Gardner walk- sador Charlemagne Tower, $7,500; the road for an advance oa Scutari
ed as Tesreau was unsteady and could Drexel & Company,
$5,000; Bethle and an official telegram received by
not locate the plate. Gardner was hem Steel company, $5,000; Cambria the consul general ot Montenegro In
forced at second when Tesreau took Steel company, $5,000; United States London says the advance has begun.
htaM's grounder and tossed it to Steel corporation, $12,775; 'ihomas It is pointed out here that ths way
Fletcher. Stahl stole second, Meyers' Dolan, $10,000; G.'W. Elkins, $25,000; cannot be traveled without serious,
$5,000; fighting, as the Albanians id the vithrow being wide. Wagner was out on a Middvale Steel company,
'
grounder to Merkle unassisted. Stahl Pennsylvania Steel company, $5,000; cinity have been aroused by Turkish
took third on the play. Stahl scored Philadelphia Electric company,
emissaries and are expected to Join
on Cady's hit, which Fletcher could
the Ottoman troops. News from other
In 1908, said Stoleebury, he collect- parts of the Montenegrin .frontier is
not Intercept Wood flied out to Mured $101,057.67 in Pennsylvania for the more conflicting.
ray. One run, one hit, no errors.
The
Second half New York. Doyle out, republican national campaign.
If, as Is generally believed, MonteYerkes to Stahl. Yerkes made a pret- more important contributors were: negro precipitated her declaration of
ty play on Doyle's slow bounder. Snod- Joseph H. Bremley, Philadelphia, $5,- - war as a part of the strategy of the
grass struck out Wood's curves were 000; John and james Dobson, $2,000; Balkan allies, the unpreparedness of
bewildering and his speed terrific. John Bromley & Sons, Philadelphia, Turkey on her frontier must have inMurray struck out for the second $5,000; E. T. Stotesbury, $&,000; Drex fluenced her decision.
time and the New York crowd got up el & Company, $5,000.
Mr. Stotesbury said he gave $25,000
and cheered Wood. No runs, no hits
Turks to Have 400,000 Men
this year to President Taft's campaign
no errors.
Oct. ' I
Constantinople,
for renomination.
from a steamer In the Dardenelesa to
Fifth Inning
Samuel Aranowitz of New York satd Kustendje,
First half Boston: Hooper ilied to
fewer
Roumauia.) No
Murray, who took the ball off the con- Samuel S. Koenig, the Taft leader, ac- than 140,000 Turkish troops from Apia
crete wall with his gloved hand. The tually had named most of the Roosetinor will, it is estimate!, be concen- t ated within a week in European Turcrowd was wild over the catch. Yerkes velt watchers.
shot a single to left. Yerkes" was forc("I was supposed to be the Roosevelt key. This will brins the effective
in that district,- said the wit- force of the Turkish army up to
leader
0
ed at second when
took
Herzog
men. Turkish officials say that
Speaker's grounder and threw to ness and Mr. Koenig suggested several
men as watchers.. The election was the lay of trial has fouul the military
Doyle. Speaker was out stealing, M
to Doyle. No runs, one hit, no controlled by Mr.. Koenig's men.
depots full of stor. and army equipFred W. Uphani of Chicago, assist- ment complete and of good quality.
errors.
If the Bulgarians are counting on
'Second half New York: Merkle ant treasurer of the republican nawas out, Wagner to Stahl. Wagner tional epramlttee In 1908, was the next the superiority of their organization
took the batter's'grounder just over witness. Upham said he know noth- and the greater rapidity with which
second base and made a lightning ing of 1904 campaign funds. In 1908 their army can be mobilized to give
throw to first. Herzog singled to he was in charge oi the western cam- them a material advantage, they will.
right, Stahl being unable to knock paign with headquarters at Chicago and according to Turkish officers, receive
down the ball. Meyers struck out on collected $548,320.5!. In addition to a disagreeable surprise.
The Ottoman authorities for months
three pitched balls. Fletcher was out that he received $a0,000' from Charles
when Wagner took his hit over second P. Taft, but returned it at the end of have been strengthening defenses apd
and threw him out at first by an eye-- f the campaign. The committee recessed concentrating troops in the import zone
late today until Monday.
lash. No runs, one hit, no errors.
comprising Adrianople and Kilisseh
just south ot the Bulgarian frontier.
Sixth Inning.
Since the general fobilization began
M'DONALD KILLS SON
First half Boston: Lewis Btrtick
a great stream of men has been pourout. Gardner sent a high foul to HerArkon, O., Oct. 11. John V.
ing into the district at the rate latterzog. Stahl fanned. This was the first Donald, a plumber, today shot
son and then fired ly of 20,000 daily.
inning that the Bostons didn't make a killed his
Turkish
officers recognize
the
hit off Tesreau. No runB, no hit, no bullets into the heads of his wife and
splendid qualities of the men in the
errors.
sister.
ranks of the "Bulgarian army. The re.
Second half New York: Tesreau
liability of the Christians serving In
singled to left. Devore got an Infield
the ranks of the Turkish army is one
hit. The ball hit Wood and bounced
of the great problems of the moment
into foul territory. Tesreau went to
for the Ottoman commanders.
The
second.. Doyle sent up a high fly to
TO HUNT Armenians
are expected to behave '
Yerkes.
Devore was forced at secloyally, but it ir said that it 'would
ond when Yerkes
took Snodgrass'
grounder and thr$w to Wagner. Tes- ARIZONA GOVERNOR GIVES RE- show ignorance of human nature to
expect Greeks to fight against Greeks
reau went to third on the play. SnodPRIEVES TO CONVICTED
or Bulgarians against Bulgarians and
MURDERERS
grass twas out dn Murray's smash to
there are many nationalities In Tur
Yerkes, who threw to Wagner. No
runs, two hits, no errors.
Phoenix, Ariz., Oct. 11. Declaring key.
The feeling among the native Chris
Seventh Inning.
that capital punishment had no more
First half Boston Wagner struck place in the present day order than the tians may be gauged to a certain ex
out. Cady struck out. Of the last burning of witches, Governor Hunt tent by their efforts to escape fron
five men to face Tesreau four struck granted reprieves today to William service by the payment of a tax or
out. Wood flied to Murray. No runs, Campbell, Ednardo Perez, N. B. Cha- by bolting abroad.
no hits, no errors.
vez, and Miguel Peralta, all of whom
BRYAN IN ST. PAUL
Second half New York: Merkle were to have been hanged today, The
St. Paul, Minn., Oct,
11. W. 4.
struck out. Herzog singled past Wag reprieves deferred the date ot execu
ner. Meyers flied to Speaker. Herzog lion to April 17,
Bryan invaded Minnesota today. IIo
Governor Hunt expressed the hope left Grand B'orks this morning and
scored on Fletcher's double to right.
McCormick went to the bat for Tes- that the legislature would pass at its made several
platform speeches
reau. Fletcher was at the plate when next session a bill abolishing capital on his way to the Twin Cities, beins
Yerkes took McCormlck's grounder punishment, and added that if the law due here tonight. Mr. Bryan will
makers failed to act, the people would leave about midnight for Cedar Rabo certain to Initiative such a law.
pids and Des Moines, la.
(Continued on Pag Five)
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THE BIG CIRCUS BRUTES ARE A PROSPECTIVE MEMBER TELLS TEMPERATURE' FOR SEPTEMBER
WHAT SHE THINKS SHOULD
AVERAGED 60.6 DEGREES,
PARTICULAR ABOUT THEIR.
BE DONE.
VICTUALS
SAYS LINNEY

Albuquerque, N. M., Oct 11. The
adjournment of the session of the New
Mexico Good Road a associatioa was
taken after the members of the body
had pledged themselves to take all
AaanA nf
nn,llilA txa
as.ia

Agents fop. the Al G. Barnes Big
Three Ring Wild Animal Circus have
been In Las Vegas several days com
pleting arrangements for the coming
of that big show" wiikai will give two

4U

-

- A A A', A

J

.. t.

good roads, practical measures being
set forth In resolutions submitted toy
a committee and adopted by the
This committee was
composed of Francis E. Lester, of Las
Cruces; H. M. Shields, of Dawson; W.
H. Gillenwater, of Albuquerque; Mark
B. Thompson, of Dona Ana county,
and C. C, Catron of Santa Fe.
Led by Dona Ana county the dele-
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as salt is m
Good style is as necessary in your fall suit
food.

ASK LEGISLATURE
TO APPROPRIATE $50,000 FOR BUILDING HIGHWAYS

1

'

Style that lasts

V.

The article in Wednesday's Optic
heaed,: "Women to Form a Booster
Club," must have been refreshing to
every man and woman who read It.
It was real news. Women talk and
think on many Important and useful
matters, but the fact that they are
really going to act, help booBt the interests of Las Vegas, is a sure sign
that the "dawn is breaking." We
know now that prosperity will goon
be ushered in. Women are ingenious;
they know how to plan work and carry It out. A civic club Is practical;
there will be many avenues for activity opened for the womn of Las Vegas through such an organization and
any task, no matter how hard or disagreeable, will not daunt their cour

T..

-

i.

' -A

animals and a similar number of em
ployes will consume enough food pro
ducts to exhaust half a dozen com

missaries.
In order that there will be no delay
in securing these necessities for man
and beast the contracting is generally
done a fortnight preceding the arrival
of the big Bhow. For one day it requires three tons of fresh meat, five
gates raised a total of nearly $100 tonB or hay, six hundred pounds of
a sa started for the fuarf to carry on fresh vegetables, sixty gallons f
the work. A vigorous statewide cam- milk, 350 pounds of frefih salt water age.
As a sojourner in the Meadow City
paign for membership led by Presi- fish, 25 pounds of coffee, 400 loaves
dent Twitchell and Secretary Schwent-ke- r of bread nin addition to thousands of and one who has witnessed the great
will be carlred on from nov pounds of corn and oats.
amount of good that has been done by
interested
henceforth and everyone
Only the very best and freshest of women's organizations, I would like to
in good roads and the bond issue meat can be given to animals. The suggest that they consider the advis
should enroll with the secretary at least taint or disease would cause ability of naming the organization
ence.
trouble in some form or other, and in "The Women's Club," which would
'
The resolutions adopted were as many cases serious sickness and embrace, the civic work and other
follows;
'death would follow. The best food for lines of work which might be taken
"We, the members of the Ne'v lions or tigers is fresh beef or mut- up later on as the conditions of the
Mexico Good Heads association, in ton', and occasionally
sheep's head. times might justiry.
convention assembled at the city of About twelve or fifteen pounds of
There are, especially in our westAlbuquerque, do submit:
beef or mutton are given to each of ern towns, a large class of
"That we most gratefully commend the lions with the Al G. Barnes cir
women who would not oe inter
the first legislature of the state of cus twice a day. Pork is never given ested in the civic work, yet who
New Mexico for the passage and the under any consideration, or much fat. would become members of "The Wogovernor for the signing of those bills
On Sunday no food, but plenty of men's Club," provided the club was
known as the 'good roads bill, as water, is given to the carnivora. This organized on broad lines. Their fin
recommended by this association, and fast day once a week is absolutely ancial support would greatly aid the
commend the provisions thereof to necessary; it helps their digestion, resident women in their civic work,
the careful consideration of the people prevents them from growing too fat which requires more expenditure of
of this state in so far as they provide and lazy, and is beneficial to their money than any other line of work
for the obtaining of finances by the health in many ways When a lion taken uo bv the women's clubs. It
issuance of bonds
or tiger needs an aperient, a piece t would be organizing on a broader bas"We recognize that these acts are liver is given.
is and be planning for the future ac.
a radical departure from the hitherto
become
tivities of the club, which would ac
sometimes
Wild animals
existing laws and customs, and that sick, they being susceptible, to a large complish in a measure what they had
there are therein contained certain im- extent, from the same complaints as started out to do to boost the city.
perfections and certain omissions human beings, they can De treated It would also place the women of
largely pertaining to the administra- in much the same way. , In ordinary Las Vegas in touch with our State
tion thereof, and we recommend that cases the animals are given a com- and National Federations of Women's
tne presuuent or mis ooay appoint a plete fast with plenty of water. When clubs, which are universally recog
committee composed of five members this fa'ls to have the proper effect nized as strong and influential bodies
of the association, who shall be known then medicine is given after it has of women.
,
as the law revision committee, and been mixed in water or milK. It is
The civic work should be firstour
-surroundwho sliidl Imiuire into the said lavifs
only ti extreme cases that it is a good homes and the conditions
and report their findings to the asso thing to give medicine. The best way ing them are near and dear to every
ciation at some time prior to the con is to let nature have her way.
true woman. To form a part and be
vening of the next session of the
the leading department, the civic work
state legislature.
but rather
would not be weakened,
"And be it further resolved, that
SOUR? GOT
strengthened by being connected with
in order to assure the passage of the
a woman's club.
I
ptoposed $500,000 bond issue at the
This is one person's opinion.
INDIGESTION ALSO?
would like to hear from ol.ers.
general election, November 4, this association shall take action as follows:
A SOJOURNER.
"Address an urgent request to ell
MAKES UP'PAPE'S DIAPEPSIN"
candidates for congress, requesting
SET STOMACHS FEEL FINE
THIEVES IN ALBUJUERQUE
that they recommend from the public
IN FIVE MINUTES.
N. M., Oct. 11. One
Albuquerque,
bond
of
the
platform the approval
of the boldest robberies ever pulled
issue by all voters at the polls, and
If what you just ate is souring on off in this
city occurred last night,
to each comity political organization,
stomach or lies like a lump of ing the building were at dinner in the
your
urging that It recommend similar ac- lead,
refusing to digest, or you belch Y. W. C A. home on South Third
tion to all voters of the party.
gas and eructate sour, undigested street, between Gold and Silver ave"That copy ready for publication be
food, or (have a feeling of dizziness, nues, the trarglar or burglars doing
furnished to all newspapers of the
nausea, bad the job while the young ladies, roomheartburn,
fullness,
state, concisely and plainty setting taste in mouth
and stomach headache ing the building weer at dinner in the
forth the facts relative to the .prothis is indigestion.
lower part of the house. Four or five
posed bond issue, and recommending
A full case of Pape's
JJiapepsin rooms were completely
ransacKea,
affirmative action.
costs only fifty cents and will thor- drawers being pulled out and rummag"That leaflets in both languages be
stomoughly cure your
ed and closets left in confusion. Miss
prepared and freely circuit
sufficient
about
the R. G. Darrow lost a valuable gold fob
leave
and
ach,
possible meanB to the voters of the house in case some one else in the
for which she offers a reward of $25
state.
suffer fiom stomach as she prizes it very highly and is
"That in order to secure the neces- family mtiy
trouble or Indigestion.
extremely anxious to recover it. Miss
sary funds for the propaganda above
Ask your pharmacist to show you Head lost a valuable watch, purses
called for an organized appeal be
the formula plainly printed on these and other things, and money to the
made for the necessary funds to all fifty-cen- t
cases, then you will under- extent of about $25 was included in
automobile clubs and commercial orstand why dyspeptic trouble of all the loot. The job is thought to have
individuals.
and
ganizations
private
kinds must go, and why they usually been done by some one familiar with
"That the above action be taken
relieve sdur,
stomachs or the routine of the home, as the robfrom
once
and
at
pushed vigorously
in five minutes. Diapep-si- bery was carefully timed Just when
indigestion
now until election day.
is harmless and tastes like can- the young ladies were at dinner. It
"We hold that appropriations from
each dose contains power is not known whether entrance was
dy,
though
the treasury of the United States
sufficient to digest and prepare ror effected by the front or rear door.
should Ibe made for the aid and as
assimilation into the blood all the
Some time after 7 o'clock last night
sistance of Interstate roads and for
food you eat; besides, it makes you a thief entered the Henry Loeto home.
from
national
a
highway extending
to the table wUn a healthy appe- Third street and New York, and stole
the Atlantic to the Pacific oceans, go
what will please you most, a diamond ring, a watch and several
and as citizens of New Mexico we be tite; but,
'
will feel that your stom- other articles of value.
Is
that
you
lieve that such highway should be so
clean and
are
ach
and
Intestines
The police are working on clews,
constructed through the state of New
and you will not need to resort which it Is believed, will result in
Mexico as to most fully disclose the fresh,
to laxatives or liver pills for bilious- the arrest of the thief.
resources of the state to the traveler
ness or constipation.
therein."
This city will have many Diapepsin
cranks, as some people will call
SOCIAL SERVICE THE THEME
RETIREMENT OF COLONEL FITCH
but you will be cranky about
them,
more
11.
Oberlin, O., Oct. 11. With "Social
Oct.
After
Washington,
than 34 years' service, Lieutenant this splendid stomach preparation, Service and Personal Evangelism" as
if you try a little for Indigestion its central
Colonel Graham D. Fitch, corps of en- too,
theme, the Congregational
or any other stomach mis Brotherhood of America
or
gastritis
began its fifth
gineers, was placed on the army reThe
annual convention here today.
tired list today on his own applica- ery.
Get some now, this minute, and for sessions will
last three days and will
tion. Colonel Fitch is from Illinois
ever rid yourself of stomach trouble be
and was graduated from West Point
participated In by many prominent
and
indigestion.
ministers and lay members of the tlo- in 1882. Recently he has been la
nomination from all over the country,
charge of river and harbor works in
When you have a bad cold you want Scheduled among the speakers are
the vicinity of Montgomery, Ala,
the best medicine obtainable so as to Dr.
Washington Gladdon of Columbus,
cure it with as little delay as posHub Brown went around in 76; I sible. Here is a druggist's opinion: President Henry Churchill
King of
"I have sold Chamberlain's Cough Oberlin college,
Professor Graham
did in 80.
Wife( not up in golf) So jou had Remedyof for fifteen years, says Enos Taylor of Chicago, Raymond Robins,
Lollar
Ind., "and considOwen Love-jothe higher score. I'm bo glad you beat er it the Saratoga,
best on the market" For the social economist, and
of New York.
him, dear.
sale by all dealers.

STflMtll

11. The
Santa Fe, N. M, Oct
month of September, 1912, averaged
much below the normal, both in temperature and in precipitation. Jt was
the coldest September within the records of New Mexico; no previous
month having an average temperature
of less than 62.3 degrees (1902, while
the month jutt closed averaged 60.6
degrees. The deficiency was general,
although greatest In the north and
the northeast counties, where many
stations showed a deficiency for the
month averaging more than 6 degrees
a day. The lower Rio Grande valley
and the mountain districts had the
least deficiency, averaging, in a few
instances, practically normal, or bus
slightly below, while border counties
generally were far below the normal
temperature.
No previous September experienced
so low minimum temperatures; a minimum of only 8 degrees was recorded
at Elizabethtown, while Dulce recorded 11 degrees and Bluewater only 12.
It has been many years, also, since
so general and damaging a frost occurred so early. Higher northern and
western stations had damaging frost
on the 17th, and it became general
on
overj the north half of the state
the 22nd or 23rd, fully two weeks
ahead of the usual date.
Temperatures were fairly high at
the beginning of the month, but cool
weather set in on the 10th to 12th
and continued, with little interruption
to its close; many central and southern stations, however, did not experience the change to markedly cool
weather until the 20th or 21st.
The deficiency in precipitation was
marked, but riot so great as has occurred In several prior years. Much
less rainfall occurred In September
1895, 1838, 1908 and 1910. Along the
lower end of the Manzano mountains,
over the headwaters of the Gila and
Mimbres rivers In the Black range,
and from extreme southeast Dona Ana
and central Lincoln and Otero counties, eastward a small excess in pre
cipitation occurred, elsewhere the
was general, greatest, how
ever, over the western ana rne normwestern counties.
Only one general shower period oc
curred, from the 9th to the 12th, but
scattered showers occurred on several
other days, notably from the 1st to Eth,
But for
13th to 16th and 29th-30tthe state there was an average of only
three days with precipitation.
The sunshine of the month was
large, despite the cold; there were 20
clear days, 7 partly cloudy, and 3
cloudy days. At Santa Fe there was
88 per cent of the total possible sun
shine, and at Roswell 69 per cent.
Somewhat more than usual wind oc
curred, causing a number of dust
storms, owing to the general dryness.
The prevailing direction was from the
southwest. The humidity was generally low, except over the lower Pecos
valley; Roswell had an average of 70
per cent for the month, while Santa
Fe had but 42 per cent.
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SUFFERED UNTOLD

Good style appeals to good

and

good tailoring

taste-- but

nsure service and lastgood materials are absolutely necessary to
ing satisfaction.

combine

Wooltex garments

style, tailoring a.nd quality
materials in the highest degree

M

1

sense
They appeal not only to good taste but also the good
of every woman. They represent the brtt value at moderate price-

.

that Paris create. They are

vVooltex styles are the best

668

iv

thentic. The Wooltex suit or coat you buy today will be in a style
distinctive now, and still popular next year.

"-

No. 668

Wooltex tailoring is the product of a great organization of
expert designers and tailors.

graceful lines and distinctive character of this

You cannot buy better coats, suits and skirts than Wooltex
not even if you get them from the exclusive custom tailors.

charming: Wooltex coat

New fall Wooltex Coats
New fall Wooltex. Suits
New fall Wooltex Skirts

pre-

fers simplicity to ostentation. Cut on smart
lines, the coat has
snug-fittin-

k;

The

$15 to $35
- $22.50 to $45
$7. 50 to $15

Newspaper advertising or window display cannot do full
justice to the excellence of our complete stocks. - Come in and see
for yourself.

revers and a flat
, panel-bac-

without a thread of cotton

Wooltex fabrics are pure wool
in them.

Note the

for the woman who

ma-

terial is of black kersey.
The price $25.00 is astonishingly low for such
character and goodness.

E. Rosenwald & Son
The Store That Sells Wooltex

1

CAPITAL PAID IN

SURPLUS

9100,000.00

J. M. Cunningham,
Prank Springer,

au-

$50,000.00

l7V

President

5c)D.

T. Hosklna. Cashier.

INTEREST PAID ON TIME DEPOSITS

las

Vegas Savings Bank

Y

Capital Stock, $30,000.00
Office with the San Miguel National Bank

Wm. G. HaydoD
n. W. Kelly
D. T. Iloskins

AGONY WITHECZEMA

Interest Paid

President
Vice President,

Treasurer

on Deposis

In Wrists,

.

Spread to Fingers. Little Pimples or Blisters, Itching
So Bad Could Hardly Sleep.
Used Cuticura Soap and Ointment. Gone Entirely.

170 N. 18th St.. Portland. Ore. "The
eczema which started about two years ago,
broke out In my wrists first, then spread
to my Angers. I suffered untold agony
with them until I began to use Cuticura
Remedies'.
It would
appear in little pimples
or blisters like, and
when I scratched them,
they would appear in
little scales. The Itching would be so bad
that I could hardly sleep of nights. I would
hands
scratch my
until they wore most)
numb, then when the blood would course
through them again the burning and smarting would be so bud that 1 could hardly
stand It, and I got to be so easily irritated
that my hushaud had to use all of his
patience to get along with me. I beliova
I had tried Just about every remedy, offered
to the public for aucli diseases, without any
relief whatsoever, until my mother recommended Cuticura Remedies to mo. I only
used the Cuticura Soap and Cuticura Ointment once when my cure began, and in a
month of use it was gone entirely." (Signed)
Mrs. Thos. Walsh, Oct. 11, 191 1.
Cuticura Soap (25c.) and Cuticura Ointment (50c ) are sold throughout the world. A
single set Is often sufficient. Liberal sample
of each mailed free, with 32-- p. Skin Book. Address post-car"Cuticura, Iept. T, Boston."
JUTTendcr-face- d
men should use Cuticura,
Soap Shaving Stick, 25c (Sample free.

The mean temperature for the
month, as determined from the records of 87 stations having a mean altitude of about 5,000 feet, was 60.6 degrees, or 3.8 degrees (below the normal, and 6.60 degrees below September, 1911, The highest monthly mean
was 70.6 degrees, at the Rio Grande
dam, and the lowest 46.1 degrees at

Elizabethtown. The highest recorded
temperature was 99 degrees at San
Marclal on the 8th, and the lowest 8
degrees at Elizabethtown on the 23rd.
The greatest local monthly range of
r
temperature was 80 degrees at
and the least 36 degrees at
Cloudcroft, wlille the greatest local
daily range of temperature was 64 degrees at Bluewater on the 19th. The
dally range of temperature was 64
at Bluewater on the 19th. The
district averages were as follows: No.
7 (Canadian and northeast) 59.8 deRio Grande)
grees; No. 8 (Pecos-an61,0 degrees; No. 9 (western) 59.9 deBlue-wate-

grees.
The average for the stats, as determined from the records of 156 stations, was 1.10 inches, or 0.72 Inch
below the normal and 0.68 below September, ,1911. The greatest monthly
amount was i Rft at Newman, south

ern Otero .pounty, and the least none
at several western stations. The
greatest amount In any 21 hours was
2.20 inches at Newman on the 72tli.
0.01 inch or more preclpitaMon occur
red on an average of three days. The
district averages were as follows: No.
7, 1.44 inches; No. 8, 1.12 Inches; No.
9, 0.46

Inches.
CHARLES E. LINNEY,
Section Director.
4
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to do a general real estate
business.
18
enCOmpany
,nporatea at
.--

with a
a
BiwuKnoiaera

are

C.

Collier. $1,300; Frank Owen
J1.300;
and F. O. Wilson inn
The Santa Fe Dredging
which A B. Renehan la company of
the local
agent, filed an amendment to Its
s
of Incorporation
authorizing a

SEE-

-

art!-cue-

'""a -
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NEWS FROM THE CAPITAL

Mexico and
accordingly fled articles of incorpora.
trenser as
agent, with
Las Cruces.
Santa Fe, N. M., Oct. 11. Land There is no offW
cnnlt.n t,i.
Commissioner Robert P. Ervien, acIn the United
States district
companied by his son, John Ervien, is he
grand Jury returned ten
true
an
extensive motor tour of
making
the state in the interest of the land
aM' he defe"lants, Tab- offlca He will likely be gone until and
the middle of the month.
.

lZ

Governor W. C. McDonald is expected back here Saturday from AlbuquerThe case of th n
.
...
mc
que' where he has been recuperating. company vs. tb
He will likely attend al meeting of the
"v'v"" Electric com- ,
u
ninv
board of equalization upon his return.
The firm of Collier and Owen filed
Incorporation papers in the office of
the corporation commlKsion yesterday

""lucent
"ten,

Atto""!

the defendant.

LAS VfcGAI DAILY OPTIC,
r
the fact 'that they will sit in the
branch of congress after March
4 next
They are Davis of Arkansas,
mp-I'e-

MANY

SEf IAT0DS

TRYING

ii

X

Bacon of Georgia, Owen of Oklahoma,
Tillman of South Carolina and Martin of Virginia.
All five come from

FOR

states that are solidly democratic
and as the democraats in each of the
(states hate voted for the return of the
senator his
is each case
is assured.
ELECTIONS
IN
MANY
STATES
In many of the other states it is
WILL DETERMINE WHO GETS
equally certain that the Incumbent
PLUMS
will not be returned to the senate. Senators Guggenheim of Colorado, Crane
Washiugton, Oct 11. Three weeks of Massachusetts, Bailey of Texas and
from next Tuesday the voters of the Wetmore of Rhode Island decline to
entire country will go to the polls to become candidates for another term.
express their preferences for president Bailey of Texas will be succeeded by
and vice president of the United Congressman Morris Sheppard. ColoStates. The states of the union, with rado voters of all parties have
the exception of Maine and Vermont,
their preferesces In the priwill vote on the same day for mem- mary for the successor of Senator Gugbers of the bouse of representatives genheim asd also for the successor of
of the Sixty-thir- d
congress. The tha late Senator Hughes, In Massatwo states excepted have already chusetts and Rhode Island the selecheld their elections.
tions are yet to be made.
Onl November 5 state officers will
The fate of Senator Richardson of
be elected In all of the states except Delaware is in doubt Borah of Idaing Arkansas, Georgia, Kentucky, ho has been indorsed for.re-electioLouisiana, Maine, Mlssissipl, Vermont by his own party. Cullom of Illinois
and Virginia. Earlier in the present was defeated in the primaries. His
year state officers were elected in successor will be L. Y. Sherman (R)
Arkansas, Georgia, Louisiana, Maine or J. Hamilton Lewis (D). 'Wnio'-Kenyoand Vermont The election in Virhas been named for
ginia will be held next year, while
by the republicans of Iowa; Cur-ti- g
in Kentucky and Mississippi the pres
of Kansas was defeated in the
ent state officers bold over until 1915.
He will be succeeded by GovNew Mexico has no state election this ernor Stubbs (R) or Hugh Farrolly
(D). Ollie James has been named to
year.
The states that will elect governors succeed Senator Paynter of Kentucky
at the election next month are Colo- Senator Foster of Louisiana will be
rado, Connecticut, Delaware, Florida, succeeded by Joseph E. Ransdell. SenIdaho, Illinois, Indiana, Iowa, Kansas, ator Gardner (D) of Maine, will give
Massachusetts, Michigan, Minnesota, way to former Congressman Edwin
n
Missouri, Montana, Nebraska, New C. Burleigh (R). Senator William
Smith has been indorsed for reHampshire, New York, North Carolina
North Dakota, Ohio, Rhode Island, election' by Michigan republicans. If
South Carolina, South' Dakota, Ten the democrats control the next legis
nessee, Texas, Utah, Washington, lature Senator Smith's successor will
West Virginia, Wisconsin and Wym- - be Alfred Lucking of Detroit Knute
ing In the other states in which elec- Nelson of Minnesota has been nom
tions are to be held only minor offi inated by the republicans. If the leg
cials are to be selected.
islature goes democratic his successIn many of the states legislatures or will be Daniel Lawler of St. Paul
will be elected November 5, which Senator Percy of Mississippi already
will choose successors to United States has given way, to former Governor
of Dixon
senators whose terms expire March 4, Vardaman. The
1913. The senators whose terms will of Montana depends upon the success
end next March and whose successors of the third party, in his state, which
have already been selected or will toe party has indorsed him. The regular
named within the next few months republicans have put their candidate
in the Held. Senator Norris Brown
are as follows:
Jefferson Davis (D), Arkansas; Si- of Nebraska was 'defeated in the re
mon Guggenheim
(R), Colorado; H. publican primaries by Congressman
A'. Richardson (R), Delaware; AugusGeorge W. Norris. In the event of
tus 0. Bacon (D), Georgia; William democratic success in Nebraska the
E. Borah (R), Idaho; Shelby M. Cul-lo- next senator will be former Governor
(R), Illinois; William S. Kenyon Shallenberger. Senator Briggs is the
(R), Iowa; Charles Curtis (R), Kan- choice of New Jersey republicans for
In the event of democra
sas; T. H. Paynter (D), Kentucky;
(D), Louisiana; tic success the Briggs toga will fall
Murphy J. Foster
Obadiah Gardner (D), Maine;
upon the shoulders of former Con
Senator Simmons
M. Crane (R), Massachusetts, gressman Hughes.
A. Smith
William
(R), Michigan; of North. Carolina will have to win
Knute Nelson (R), Minnesota; Le Roy out n a hot
fight Sen
Percy (D), Mississippi ; Joseph M. ator Bourne of Oregon was defeated
Dixon (R), Montana; Norris Brown in the primaries but may seek
(R), Nebraska; H. E.Burnham (R), tion as an independent Thomas Ster
New Hampshire; Frank O. Briggs (R) ling is the choice of South Dakota re
New Jersey; F. McL. Simmons (D), publicans to succeed Senator Gamble.
North Carolina; Robert L. Owen (D), The activity of the progressives, how
Oklahoma; Jonathan Bourne, Jr., (R), ever, has badly muddled the South
Oregon;
George P. Wetmore (R), Dakota situation and it is doubtful who
Rhode Island; Benjamin R. Tillman will control the legislature. Tennes
(D), South Carolina; Robert J. Gam- see will take a preference vote on
ble (R), South Dakota; Newell Saun the regular election day, November 6,
ders (R), Tennessee; Joseph W. to decide who shall succeed Newell
Bailey (D), Texas; Thomas, S. Mar Baunders, the republican appointee of
tin (D)' Virginia; C. W. Watson (D), Governor Hooper, in the senate. The
West Virginia, and Francis E. Warren successor of Senator Watson of West
Virginia is yet to be decided. Senator
(R), Wyoming.
Of the senators named in the fore- Warren of Wyoming has been renomgoing list only five are assured of inated by the repuibllcani
Al-de-
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When you

Ask.

for Duffy's be sure you get Duffy's.
It

QliD

'

is

the

Calcina!
Chcan imitations are sometimes foisted ori nen- pie with the intent to deceive by dealers mindful
of their profits only and who care nothing for the
health of their patrons. Some will try to make
you believe what they offer is

Duffy's Furo
ki

mm

iuivtvj

Duffy's Fure Malt Whiskey has been used
for over 52 years by the medical profession,
hospitals and in the home with unequalled success. Whether it be as a tonic stimulant for
the sick and rundown patient, or is taken in a
little water at meal time, as an aid to digestion
remember that you are using the best that
can be made.
OS SURE YOU CET DUFFY'S

Greatl

redtwd facsimile

The genuine is sold by druggists,
grocers and dealers in SEALED
BOTTLES ONLY, never in bulk,
price $1.00 a large bottle. If youi
can't procure it, let us know and wcA S
V7
"
will tell you how. Write for doctor's
advice and book of recipes for table
and sickroom, free on request.
THE DUFFY MALT WHISKEY CO., Rochc.Ur, N. Y.

EXPLOITED LARGE

CLIIIOLD
EXICO
SYNDICATE SOUGHT A MILLION
DOLLARS FROM THE REPUBLIC
New York, Oct 11. A prospectus issued by the Mexican Construction and
Securities company of 23 Broad Btreet,
throws light on the proposed exploitation of the famous claim of Manning
and Mackintosh vs. the Government
of Mexico for more than $105,000,000
of Mexican currency, which claim has
been acquired through assignment to
the first named company by Enrique
G. Mackintosh, who at the time of the
assignment was the surviving heir of
the Mackintosh, who was one of the
original claimants.

FRIDAY, OCTOBER 11, 1912.

the Ethiopian domain. Ellis let it
lie known that there he was respect
to as the "Duke of Abys
fully refill-resinia," and Americans promptly retort
ed by dubbing him the "Duke of Abys
sinia,"
Then came the forever mysterious
disappearance of Kent Loo mis, brother
of Francis D. Loomls, then assistant
secretary of state, who had been dis
patched to the court of Menellk with
a commercial treaty authorized at
Washington. He sailed on the Kalset
Wilhelm II In June, 1004, and Ellis
shared hiB stateroom. Shortly before
or after the vessel touched Plymouth,
Loomls disappeared. His body was re
covered from the. sea, and it was generally supposed that he had fallen
overboard through an open space be
hind one of the lifeboats.
Ellis rush
ed on to Abyssinia with the treaty pa

pers.
His dabbling In affairs Mexican be
gan so long ago as 1890, when he head
ed the scheme to colonize the negroes
of the southern states in old Mexico.
He prospered, but the colony Tailed,
and after ha had left it most of the
This prospectus, apparently issued members who had not died from pri
under a seal of confidence and furnish- vations tramped back to Texas and
ed only to persons who had the means the old south.
and might have the inclination to invest in the proposal made by the1 Mexican Securities and Construction com- ALASKAN
pany to collect the claim and divide
the proceeds among the stock subLIKE IS COr.IPLETE
scribers, gives a detailed history of this
notable international case, which was
originally British, but now has passed
into the hands of an American syndi- SURVEYORS RETURN FROM THE
'
ARCTIC WITH INTERESTcate.
ING STORY.
This is the claim which Ernesto Ma- -

eOlIDARY

dero, secretary of the treasury of Mexico, has declared null and void.
News has been received here that
Enrique G. Mackintosh, the surviving
claimant who made an assignment of
his interest to the Mexican Securities
and Construction company, died sud
denly in the City of Mexico a few
weeks ago. His death probably has
not changed the legal aspect of the
claim, which, however, is involved in
the application of a fixed principle
of international law that, in the opin
ion of authorities in Washington, has
operated to outlaw it as an international proposition.
The government of the United

States and other governments

recog-

nize as a fundamental rule of international law that a claim made by one

government against another can not
change its nationality. Stated In different terms, this means that a claim
presented by the British government
in behalf of a British subject against
the government of Mexico must to
be effective, always remain British
and must lose ita valid status as a national cause if thet claimant changes
'his citizenship or assigns the claim to
citizens of another government than
his own, in this Instance, citizens of

the United States.

It is said that the late Enrique G.
Mackintosh was a Mexican citizen at
the time of his death. According to
the interpretation of the rule of international law mentioned, this change
of citizenship would bar the British
government from any further proceedings In behalf of Mackintosh of his
heirs or assigns.
It has been Bt&ted that Mackintosh,
while in New. York, received more
thanl $1,000,000 cash, and that he carried back to Mexico several hundred
thousand dollare in New York exchange ofter making deposits in this
city and in Europe. The prospectus
issued by the Mexican Securities and
Construction company contains a com
plete history of the text of the opin
ion rendered by three of the best
known law firms in New York, that
the claim is valid from a legal standpoint
One of the most interesting disclo
sures of the prospectus is that the as
signment of the claim was obtained
from Mackintosh by William H. Ellis,
who, in turn, transferred his Interest
to the Mexican Securities and Con
struction company, which, ns the prospectus shows, has a capital of $5,000,-00divided into 500 shares of $100.
William H. Ellis has been described
as "cowboy, boom town explorer, capitalist, receiver of water supply cor
porations n New York, a moving spir
it in Central American and West Indian trading companies, a high liver,
a mirror of extreme aal gaudy fash
ion, and a side figure in the famous
Fayne Moore badger ease.'' He is
either a Cuban negro or a boy born
in San Antonio, Texas, of mltei white
and black blood, according to tho ver
sion of his biography, which happens
to come to your hand, but he has a
dark and dashing manner which often
passes Giiccessfuliy for Spanish, and
he makes the most of that, save on
such humiliating occasion as the one
on which n Pi llman porter, backed by
a Texas shcr.'ff compel!.)! hfm to take
to a "Jim Cvow" ca
Ellis' varied career of financial ad-v- .
i ture reached its pictarasiqu.j
in his Abyssinian affairs, when
he returned to New York after a stay
at the strange court of Menellk II,
to report, himself in vast favor there
and to gather capital for a trading
company with a string of posts through
Oi-ma-

Skagway, Alaska, Oct. 11. Thomas
Riggs, chief of the United States
boundary survey party, which completed this year the marking of the line dividing Aiaska and Canada, left here
with his party for Seattle yesterday.
"We left Seattle April 29 with 26
men and 35 horses," said Mr. Riggs.
"At Coffee Creek, on the Yukon river,
we picked up 42 more horses which
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your records are Junt
line
old. you know my fulfil In It."
(OrlKliml of tlilu physician's letter on file.)
Eckniun'H Altemtlve U effective in otti-e- r
forma. Itcud what Mrs. Marvin mya:
Idiiho Falls, Idaho.
"Gentlemen: I hnve Rallied twenty-tw- o
Blnce
last
Kelirnnry nnrt my hnhy
pounds
is In perfect heulth.' 1 have leeii waitlni
since she was horn to nee how I would
get uloi. (T. I am now doing nil my work,
hnve h a ever since she was four weeks
old, and I am steadily KiiliilriR. I dn not
cough or raise unytliliiK at all. I hellevs
my lung trouble is cured."
(Hworn Aflhlavtt) MKK. M. H. GAKVIN.
Note Mrs. Oarvtn has seven children.
Eckman's Alterative Is effective in Bronchitis, Asthma, liny Fever; Throat and
I.hiik Troubles, and tn upbuilding the
system. Does not coiititi.i poisons, ophites
?
or
druKs. Ask for booklet
telling of recoveries, and write to Kckmnn
Laboratory, Philadelphia, I'a., for more evidence. For sole by all lending druggist!
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Two of tbe grea-ee- t
pitchers in the
world, Walter Joitison, the premier
slab artist of the Washington Ameil-canand Nap Rucker, the pef leas
southpaw of tha firooklyns, had a
speed test it the teft loom of tie
In BridgeRemington Arms, J. M.
port, Conn. The tro njted boxmen
flung a regular lease ball at the range
of five yards, with Johnson recording
the 'best speed.
The "White Hoiia" of Grirfith's team
shot the sphere through the aiP at the
rate of 122 feet, a second. But this
was not Johnson's maximum epeed,
as he was not warmed up, and threw
the ball with his Btreet clothes on.
Rucker'a best velocity was 113 feet per
second.
There has been so much, discussion
about Johnson's great speed that F.
C. Lane, of the Baseball Magazine, ar
ranged with Manager Dahlen and
Manager Griffith to let their stars take
a morning off and make the trip to
where the Remington
Bridgeport,
company have an electrical apparatus to test the speed of their rifle bullets.
The pitchers had to make the trip
in the morning, as both had to be back
in time for the afternoon's games.
Rucker was up bright and early and
met Johnson.
Lane joined them, and
accompanied by a reporter the party
sped to Bridgeport in an auto.
The two stars were then taken Into
the test room of the Remington com
pany. Off went the hats and coats
of Johnson and Rucker and they be
thougan to "warm up." Seventy-fiv- e
stand dollars worth of pitching mate-were tossing the ball to one another.
Neither put his full strength behind
the ball, as they were without gloves.
Then the two took turns at throw
ing the ball agalst the steel plate of
the electrical recording machine. Nap
was the first to take a shot at the
plate. The ball left his hand with ter
rific force and (bounded back like a
flash. Then Johnson let one fly. The
ball failed to hit the plate but carom
ed off the corner of the wooden wall
with a crash. By this time things
.

A

Central Drug

Cot,

ball traveling through the air at the
rate of 113 feet a second.
After the test Rucker said that John
son had not thrown at 'his full speed
and that If he had he could have
thrown over 150 feet a second.
The speed for the new government
Colt .45 caliber automatic revolver
is C00 feet per second. A high power
hunting rifle, .35 caliber, autoloading,
has a velocity of 2,000 feet per second.
After the throwing contest the two
lunch
star pitchers had a
and then were rushed back to New
York. New York World.
NEW RECRUITING STATION.
An army recruiting station has jusf:
been opened in the Barnett building
in Albuquerque.
ltis a branch of the
El Paso station, but will forward acdicepted applicants for enllsts-e- nt
rect to the training station at Fort
Logan, near Denver.
Advertising matter concerning the
terms of the new army bIHhich goes

into ,effect" on "November

1

will be

Gil

lit

DODIES

NEW YORK MEDICS BELIEVE AU
TOPSIES SHOULD BE MORE
FREQUENT
New York, Oct. 11. To aia sclenca
members of the Kings County Med?
leal society and Associated Physicians
of Long Island, set on foot at a meet
Ing on Hoffman Island last Saturday,
200

a plan to encourage autopsies and discussed tha project of willing their own
bodies to? the dissecting table. Most
of them expressed willingness to hava
autopsies performed on their bodies
after death. Among them waB Dr.
Joseph J. O'ConnelL health ofllcer of
this port, at whose Invitation the meeting was held,
The subject has been under discussion among medical men here sines
last June. It is their opinion that
medicine is not mailing in this country
the progress noted abroad, due, they
say, to the comparatively few autopsies performed an operation that relatives of the dead look upon with feelings of abhorrence.
Dr. William Browning, professor of
the mental department of the Long
Island college hospital, believes tha
public mind is abused on the subject
"The benefits to humanity would ba
many," he said, "if the dissecting
table could be more often employed.
You would be amazed to know how
many persons are in constant dread
that they will be buried alive. An autopsy would make that accident an
Another feature is that
impossibility.
evidences of criminality would Invariably be discovered, whereas now It is
only when there is suspicion of foul
play that autopsies are ordered, and
then (by the authorities. Mistakes
made by physicians are largely dua
to lack of knowledge and an experience that general autopsies
would
,

sent out to postmasters in northern
had wintered at the head of White
Arizona, northern New Mexico and
river, and on May 25 we landed at
southwestern
which comColorado,
on
the Porcupine riv
Rampart House,
prise the new Albuquerque recruiting
er, 65 miles north of the Arctic circle,
district as soon as circulars can be
where W. F. Reahurn, one of our sur
give!
printed. Any young man who is Inveyors, had wintered with five men
"To bring about an Intelligent view
in
terested
of
the
opportunilearning
and had laid out a line of caches as
of the question several of us have In
ties
an
offered by
enlistment In the
far as the boundary crossing of Old
to specify in our wills
army can get one of the new circulars formally agreed
Crow river, so the party could take
our
bodies
after death be cut
that
ofby writing to the army recruiting
the field without delay.
open, and we hope that by the estabat
or
either
El
ficer,
Albuquerque
J. D. Craig, chief of the Canadian
lishment of a 'central bureau? to promPaso.
party, with a similar outfit, baa joined
ulgate our Idea that we can win othC.
N.
BARNEY,
us at White Horse, Y. T., and traveled
ers to this view. We do not expect
TJ.
S.
Major,
Army, Retd., Recruiting
with- - us to Rampart House, where
our plans to mature until after our
Officer.
were sent out. The American
next meeting, which will be held la
and Canadian parties did not work
January, Meanwhile a committee is
from the same camps, but divided the were in readiness for the test
HER DYING CRY.
at work on the matter."
work. The only exception was a party
The pitchers had to fire the ball
Greeley, Colo., Oct. 11. "Wow! Ifa
There are about 200 members of
Mr.
of six, headed by
C.iaig and myself through a frame of wood about two all off now." With this Expression the two societies and those who were
who jointly projected the line. By us feet square. Running from top to bot- "Poll," the most famous parrot in not
present Saturday will be notified
ing Old Crow river as a base, supplies tom were ten fine copper wires. These northern Colorado, met a tragic fate of tbe details of the meeting, so that
were carried by water within 25 miles wires are first broken and record the today. While the bird was sitting on
they may do missionary work in this
of the Arctic ocean.
time time the ball leaves the wooden a fence in the alley back of the Ster- campaign of education.
The first party, of which Mr. Craig frame. Five yards away Is a steel ling hotel cafe, a delivery wagon boy
It is pointed out that the scientific
and I were In charge, reached the Arc plate. This records the time the ball wrove by and waved his whip at the knowledge
gained in the last two
tic ocean about the middle of July and lands.
bird. The whip caught the parrot
in medicine has been obtained
the final monument was placed with Johnson may have good control on around the neck and caused the bird
through the medium of autopsies.
the ceremony of breaking out flags of a ball field, but the thin wires proved to fly beneath the wagon where It
"It will serve to protect the public
the two countries.
a problem to him at first. He bad to was crushed to death.
from Incompetent physicians by dis"Mac Pope of Baltimore, a big game throw the ball five times before he
The bird shrieked out Its greeting to closing a bad diagnosis," said Dr. Wilhunter, took a moving picture of the could break one of the wires. His the delivery boy as he passed by and liam B. Brinsmade, "and will also rescene. Afterwards all of us took a first throw was calculated at 120 feet he waved the whip.
veal, in cases of death, where the
Poll was known to most of the peo causes are
plunge in the Arctic, but we did not per second.
suspicious, criminal pracremain in long.
Nap thought it was a cinch to break ple of Greeley. The bird had a re- tice."
"The Arctic coast is entirely barren. the wires, but he found out different- markable vocabulary and was In the
"The objection of most persona to
Twelve miles back of the foothills the ly after his first try. The trouble was habit of making speeches to groups autopsies," said Dr.
Henry Pflug of
mountains rise to an elevation of from that he let go the ball before complet of children who gathered about to pvergreens, L. I., "is due to ignorance
5,000 to 7,000 feet, but there Is a pass ing a full swing.
This caused the wonder at its fluent oratory. It was of what they mean." .
six miles east of the line.
sphere to go through the wooden the property of Mrs. Mary O'Grady,
'The only fuel north of the summit frame about three inches from the proprietress of the Sterling cafe. It F. A.
a brakeman at Jack
of the Arctic range is found in a few outside wire. Nap took his second had been in the O'Grady family for sonville, Wootsey,
Texas, says: "I was down
scattering' clumps of willows, and, on chance, but failed. On his third at- many years and Its hUtory shows that with kidney trouble and rheumatism
the beach, driftwood from the Mack- tempt two wires and the tester rec the bird was brought from Jerusalem so bad I could hardly get up, and had
backache all the time, and was almost
enzie river. There is grass in plenty orded 106 feet per second.
by an immigrant Jewish family more tired of
living. I saw an ad of Foley
for horses along the streams and in
Johnson shifted his position for his than 100 years ago.
Kidney Pills and after taking one bottle I was better, and when I had tak-- .
patches on the tundra. I believe our second try and thought his gauge was
horses were the first to travel to the just right for the wires. But Walter
W. A. Rimes, Rust on, Ia., writes: en two more I was thoroughly cured.
O. G. Schaefer and Red Cross Drug
Arctic coast. The Indians and Eskimo missed again and had to try three "Sometime ago I took Foley Kidney Co.
and
must
Pills,
the
confess
results
called them blg dogs.
times before he was able to record his
have been marvellous, for I feel like
"Storms, especially in winter, are throw. This throw was one foot a sec- - a new man. I suffered from kidney
TO CURB RIO GRANDE.
severe. In the summer when the wind end faster than his first.
and bladder troubles, but Foley KidAlbuquerque, N. M., Oct.
fixed
I
Pills
will
ma
recommend
Is not blowing or Is off shore, the mosney
Rucker then had his second test and
them to
from kidney trou of the biggest engineering problems
quitoes and flies are almost unendur- his speed was also) faster. The record ble." O.allG.sufferers
Schaefer and Red Cross confronting the state engineering deable. They attacked our horses, which for Nap's second atempt was 109 feet
Drug Co.
partment at the present time that of
gathered around the smudgeB of drift- per second. Then Rucker tried a
working out a plan which will mean
to
to
out
not
curve
too
slow
graze.
"So you have killed a fatted calf," the control of
go
wood,
ball, but this proved
daring
the waters of the Rio
Game was there in plenty. The larg- to record.
said the prodigal son.
Grande valley during flood times'
est herd seen consisted of about 5,000
In his last try Johnson made his
"Yes," replied his father.
continues to receive much thought
caribou.
Herds of from 100 to 250 best record, 122 feet a second. Ruck"Well, it Is a relief to get back from and attention from State
hingineer J.
found
met.
also
also
We
er
were frequently
had another chance and he the; big towns, where everybody is A.
who returned to Santa.
French,
Mad-dreIncreased his speed by four feet, the talking about the meat trust."
sheep in the mountains. A. G.
Fe today, after spending yesterday In
representing the United States
Albuquerque attending the meeting of
e
geological survey, made a reconnais-ancthe New Mexico Good Roads associai
Hous"e
and
north from Rampart
tion and the meeting of the Btate hlglu
reports very few indications of gold
Mr. French has inj
way commission.
north of the Porcupine.
mind an elaborate scheme for the pro!
outside Influences were responsible for chronic ulcers, then exter
If
"Beginning with the monument on nal applications and simple cleanliness would be a curative treatment. tection of lands and
property along!
the Arctic crest as the initial one, the But the trouble is always in the blood which has become unhealthy and the banks of the
treacherous
stream.!
monumentB were numbered and in- diseased, and keeps the sore open by continually discharging- into it the
lie has given special attention to the',
infectious
and
matter
to
with
Is
Arctic
which
the Yukon, impurities
the circulation
filled.
spected from the
problem of protecting the bridge over
115 being in this stretch. Next year Salves, washes, lotions, etc., may cause the place to scab over temporarily,
the Rio Grande at Barelas and also of
our. uie Diooa is not made purer
sucn
treatment
and
numbered
will
by
be
the monuments
"v
and soon the old inflammation and discharge will protecting bridges north and south
Inspected from the Yukon to the
?
return
and
be
sore
the
as
bad
or
worse
than before. of Albuquerque. When the money is
f
Mount St. Elias Alps, and the survey
A Nor will removing the place by surgical operation available, it is understood Mr. French
meS
of the one hundred and forty-firs- t
insure a cure; the cause still remains in the blood will have worked out in
every detail
, I and the sore is bound to return.
ridian will have been completed."
S. S. S. heals old
plans for the controlling of the
I sores by going down into the blood and removing the
the impurities and germs which are resnonsiMe for flood waters of the river.
J. W. Copeland, of Dayton, Ohio,
me piace. o. a. t. tuorougniy purities tits ctrcuia- purchased a bottle of Chamberlain's
'Weren't you here begging yester
tion and in this way destroys the pot'
of every
Coufrh Remedy for his boy who had
chronic ulcer. In addition to purif y ; the blood day as a lame man?"
a cold, and before the bottle was all S. S. S. enriches this vital fluid and in
every way assisjs r are in over"Quite impossible! I have followed
used the boy's cold was gone. Is that
bad effects of a chronic ulcer. Book on Sores
A Ulcers and my
not better thnn to pay a five dollar coming the
profession for more than twelve
THE SWiFj $pECmC f0
loctor's bill? For sale by all dealei'f any medical advice free.
iUNTA, CA.
years as one blind from birth!"
sub-parti-

es
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Chronic Ulcers D!2an Bad Blood
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ceed with its organization.
It is suggested that the club become allied
with the National and State Federations of Women's clubs. That plan
might work well, but The Optic believes a civic organization should
have no other object than the advancement of Las ; Vegas along material
lines. There are other women's clubs
which are taking up the literary side
of the development of Las Vegas, and
nobody can deny that this "city has
plenty of social, clubs, ,00th.. for men
and for women. The Optic Is glad to

receive communications .regarding the
Entered at the postofflce at East proposed civic club or anything else
which is of public interest.; Send 'em
Xj&a Vegas, New Mexico, tor transmis
, ,
'.,
sion through the United States mails In.
ma second class matter.
State Senator Isaac Barth in a
strong
speech at an Albuquerque dem
TERMS OF SUBSCRIPTION
ocratic meeting frankly admitted that
Dally, by Carrier:
a party man le must .be against the
Fer Copy
,...$ .06 as
of the,-- wool industry,
.15 protection
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his
hacj raised, sheep
though
family
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It
but the parfor
hurts,
generations.
7.60
One Year
we must do It, mourns Mr.
ty
says
Dally by Mall
Barth. Mr. Barth is frank. .Mr, FerOne Year
..$6.00
tried to straddle the, question.
gusson
3.00
"Six Months
But Mr. Barth has let, the cat irrevocably out of the. bag.,,, Mr. Fergus-somust do as his party demands. It
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Think a minute jot, how many people
in this state are diyectly or indirectly
Interested in the wool business. .Think
what the New Mexico,
s
Industry means .to :ithe ,
business prosperity of every
town and village.
hink what it will
mean to every community If a blow
Is struck at the chief money-makinIndustry of the state. "H. B Fergus-soIs a plausible talker but if you
send him to congress, he cannot help
'
but vote against a protective tariff.
'
Do you think, Mr. Voter, that it is
worth while to give him the chance?
sheep-growin-

g

dollars-and-cent-

'

j

g

ALL

PAPERS DISCONTINUED AT
THE EXPIRATION OF TIME
PAID FOR

Advertisers

are

guaranteed the
largest daily and weekly circulation
of any newspaper In northern New
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The people of New Mexico, especial
ly those Interested in any way In the
sheep business, remember the good
TELEPHONES
old Cleveland days when riloiiey was
Main 2
BUSINESS OFFICE
scarce as hen's .teeth, lousiness was
NEWS DEPARTMENT ......Main 9
discouraged and depressed,' arid there
was nothing in the" dinner pall. A
protective tariff on woof has 'made
FRIDAY, OCTOBER 11, 1912.
times good In New Mexico! Hadn't we
better leave well enough alone? Or
IT'S THE VOTE THAT
should we send Mr. Fergusson to con
COUNTS
gress to vote against protection, and
wool
to vote to put a hamper wr-th- e
Hon. H. B. Fergusson is an able ora- business, and to, vote against the most
tor. He is almost as silver tongued important materja ; interest oi ms
i:
MJ:
as the redoubtable Bryan. His home state
elediction
are
his
flawless,
phrases
gant, his periods rounded and graceful,
his tones are eloquent. As an' orator In congress he sheds luster on the
fair name of New Mexico.
But H. B. Fergusson as a congressman has only one vote. That vote he
casts with the democratic party. He
casts It for free trade and the removal
of the protective tariff wnlch has
made New Mexico, one of the greatest
wool producing states in the union,
prosperous and contented.
Nathan Jaffa, republican candidate
for congress, Is not much of an ora
tor. He platform speeche are plain
business talks without any fancy trimmings.
Nathan Jaffa ;as congressman, wilj
also have just one vote.' This 'vote
he will cast for the protective tariff
for fostering the wool Industry, for
making business gooo. and times pros
porous In New Mexico.
Mr. Fergusson's oratory has noth
ing to do with the case
Either man, after the oratory is
over will have a vote. Mr. Fergusson
will cast his with the southern democrats against prosperity in New Mexico. Mr. Jaffa will cast his for a con
tlnuatlon of good times In the Sun
shine state.
Which vote do you want?
Mexico.

,

The tide is setting every nay more
slrongly toward William H. Taft the
honest, plain
sturdy, straight-forwarbusiness president whose administration has seen America's greatest pros'
perity. He has more backbone than
Roosevelts or
a dozen epithet-hurlinvacillating, theoretical Wilsons. The
Sober Second - Thought of satisfied
business men and farmers will triumhim president.
phantly
g
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is published a
communication stating one woman's
Tie of what the proposed civic club
should accomplish and it should pro--

Mrs. Frank P. Sargent, widow of
Frank P. Sargent, for many years
chief of the Brotherhood of Locomotive Firemen, died recently at her
home In Washington, D. C. She was!
president of the Ladies' auxiliary of
the brotherhood.
The Trade Union congress, which
was recently In session at Newport,
Wales, resolved unanimously to demand a law which fixes 30 shillings or
about $7.50 a week, as the minimum
wage to be paid .to adult workers In
sr.y trade.
The Master Horseshoers' association
at the closing session of its recent
national convention which was held
in Denver, Colo., selected Indlanaoiis
as the place for the next national convention which Is to be held in September, 1913. ,,
The delegates to the recent convention of the International Union of
Cigarmakers, at Baltimore, voted not
to grant to the executive committee
the power to declare strikes. This
power will remain with the local unions, which will decide on each case
by a referendum vote of all other un-

The claim that Wilson is alreadv
elected is about as well founded as
was the similar claim for Bryan In
1896 when the democrats yelled that
It was all over but the shouting. You
remember what happened to Bryan
You may have a hunch as to what ions.
; ,
will happen to Wilson.
The Inside electrical workers of Dal-- o
'";
las, Texas, have left the seceding faction
and affiliated with the recognized
All of the inside workorganization.
I
ers in this craft in Texas, while forLABOR WORLD NOTES.
merly with the seceding faction, are
I
now attached to the organization recognized by the American Federation
The barbers of Savannah, Ga., have Of Labor.
tr,
almost reached the 100 per cent mark, ' So far the Scottish Farm Servants'
after being organized, about four union has 19 branches in operation.
months.
These cover the country from Nairn
The Switchmen's Union of North In the north to Stonehaven. Branches
America has paid out- $1,538,604 in will be opened soon at Johnshaven,
death and total disability claims in Montrose and Laurencekirk, after
the' last 10 years.
after which it is hoped that branches
There are trade secrets in the Chi will be established also in Forfarshire
nese vermillion
industry, centuries and Inverness.
no
which
Since June 1, 1910, and up to June
old,
foreigner ever has been
able to fathom.
1, 1912, 62 new local organizations
The International Boot and Shoe have been chartered by the InternaWorkers' union reports an increase of tional Garment Workers union. UP
five hundred in the membership of to a few years ago the organization
the Boston local since March 1.
was composed of 95 per cent of one
During the month of July the Inter- nationality, and the territory of the
national Bakers' union shipped to all organization was bounded within a
parts of the United States, where the stone's throw of the general office in
union label is being used, a total of New York City. Now the organiza00,500,000 labels.
tion is spread over the entire Ameri'
The textile industry is growing can continent, with locals as tar west
Very rapidly in Chile, giving employ as California,, as far south as Georgia
ment to more than 2,500 persons, at and a considerable membership In the
an average dally wage of 55 cents.
several Canadian provinces. The memA strike against a trade union, is
bership now includes nine, different
'
the Amalgamated nationalities.
promised unless
.
,
Servants, Eng
Society of Railway
land's biggest railway union, "raises
the wages of a number of its clerks.
TRYING TO DRAW

'

In another

o

How much Interest have the southern democrats in the welfare and prosperity of New Mexico? They rule the
democratic caucus; the caucus rules
the party. The southern democrats
will cut and slash the wool tariff, re
move protection' and ruin New Mexi
co's wool Industry without batting an
eye. Do you want to send Mr. Fergusson to congress to help them do It?

PlPtiB OILUBHD
SEATS ON SALE. AT MUR.PHEY'S.

.

.

.i

f'i

NATHAN JAFFA
"Republican Candidate for Congress

The Shapely Large W eman
ES, the large woman can be

I shapely and fashionable.

That was a
murder last night Have you arrested the murderer?
Police Official No; but we've run
In a dozen or bo of people who saw it.
New Yorker

d

wheat and caused the market to
There was renewed fear- that
the larger European countries would
become Involved In the Turkish "war.
to
The opening was
higher. December started at 92 to
and rose to
92, a gain of towas nervous
with
The close
December
net higher at 93

pose.

Henderson Reducing Corsets

Rainy weather, which delayed the
curing of corn, made that cereal firm
December started
V cent to
touched 53
to
up at 53
'and climbed to 5354. The
close was unsettled at 63
for Dent.
cember, a net gain of
Commission
houses bought oats
freely on account of the strength of
other grain. December opened a
shade to
higher at 32 to 32
and ascended to 32.
Provisions borrowed firmness from
the hog market. Sales at the outset varied between 2 decline and 10 cent
advance, with January at $19.40 to
for
$19.60 for pork; $11.05 to $11.07
lard and $10.27
for ribs. The last
ales for the day were:
Wheat, Dec.
May 97
Corn, Oct 64; Dec. 53; May

53,

y,'

j

The exceptionally good construction of Henderson
Reducing Corsets make them highly serviceable and
withstanding unusually severe strains and hard usage.
You are invited to examine the Henderson Reducing Corsets at our corset department where demonstrations of their efficiency will be given.

HOFFMAN & GRAUBARTII
THE POPULAR. PRICE STORE
PHONE MAIN 1q4

'93;

Lard,

$11.20.

NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE
New York, Oct. 11. Critical conditions in eastern Europe dominated the
local market today. Further heavy
selling of American securities w,

noted abroad. Canadian Pacific opened here with an abrupt slump of almost five points on large offerings,
subsequently extending this loss to
seven points. Declines exceeding a
point were registered by Harrimau
and Hill issues, the Coalers, St Paul,

.....

o
Smelting and market in the last hour, Canadian
others of, less speculative importance.
scoring its lowest quotation, likeBonds were easy.
wise Union Pacific, Amalgamated and
Trading was active with Indications other active stocks. There was heavy
of foreign liquidations.
Attempts to liquidation. The market closed as folrally the market soon after the open- lows:
87
ing were futile, and prices fell lower Amalgamated
Copper
126
than at the opening with extreme American Beet Sugar
109
Atchison
weakness in Canadian Pacific and
139
elsewhere. . Canadian Paci- Great; Northern
fic added to Its decline in the late af- New York Central
115
126
ternoon while the rest of the list con- Northern Pacific
175
tinued weak. American Tobacco was Reading ...
110
the feature of the special group with Southern Pacific
a maximum gain of almost ten points. Union Pacifio
....171
.'
77
The market closed weak. Another United States Steel
flood of selling orders came on the United States Steel, pfd. ......114

Steel,

Ribs, $11.07.

ifM
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will easily and hygienically proportion large figures to modified
lines. This is accomplished by
means of the attached reducing
appliances shown in the illustration. ' While the corset is on the
figure, these appliances are gradually adjusted until the needed
HENDERSON
reduction is acquired.
Reducing Corset
This method, according to the medical profession, is
the only hygienic and effective way in which to reduce
the figure.

93. 11

34.

7

reducing, the large figure can be
made to appear very pleasing and
fashionable.

We recommend the Henderson
Reducing Corset for this pur-

Oats, Dec 33; May
Pork, $19.75.

&

By proper proportioning and

CHICAGO BOARD OF TRADE
Chicago, Oct. 11. Firmness" of cables today curtailed the selling of

62.

''S'2

'

Fa-clfl-

Amalgamated,

'

GUPERS
(Continued

Th ere

INTO CASE

becret

Is No

From Page One)

be presented to the jury one by one,
and include:
Two magazine guns, a rifle, fuses
and alarm clock attachments for
bombs, taken from the valises of
and James B. McNamara,
when they were arrested In a' lobby
of a hotel In Detroit on' April 12, 1911;
a fibroid suit case, made In Cincinnati for carrying nitroglycerin, which
Henry W Leglfeitner, now of Denver,
is alleged to have brought from Pitts-

headquarters
burg to the
in Indianapolis, "are in the collection.
Nitroglycerin cans found near a portion of a bridge over the Missouri river at Kansas City, Mo., which McMan-iga- l
blew up August 23, 1910; a suit
case in which McManigal carried dyna.
mite and which hears the stains of
having been placed on a radiator; a
shawl strap in which George (Hipper)
Anderson of Cleveland, a defendant, is
charged with having carried a dynamite box to a suburb of Cleveland,
parts of an Infernal machine found
near the home of F. J. Zeehandelaar
of Los Angeles on the morning the
Times
Los Angeles
building was
blown up, also have been assembled.

column

Willie Say, pop, what's a majoi
and minor chord?
Father The mrjor chord, my boy,
la what I pay for; the minor chord is
what I get.

.

Read The Qpou.

,

About the Styles and Qualities to Be Found In
Our Ladies'
r
Garments For Fall
and Winter 1912-1- 3
Ready-to-Wea-

Never before haveHwe collected such a lovely assortment of merchandise, as we are show-- :
today. Something here to please every taste. ; Prices are more than reasonable; We will
be pleased to show the new Jacket Suits, Dresses and Coats.
Elegant lines to be found m
each garment and please remember, we buy! no twoj alike, Our new
department on second floor to be finished in a few days will be up
in all respects.
'

ing:

.

to-da- te

.

WE "INVITE YOUB INSPECTION

Store C"of Quality"

"The
"Redfer n" nd
"Palmer" Suits

'
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and Coats
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Hum mm ICil
ai tons

have amounted to about 20,000 cigars
which would have been a rather large
stock for a new saloon just embarking
in the sea of business.
The purchase was never made, however, as about that time Gibson
interested in real estate, and,
sifter plunging heavily into lands of
all descritpions, the "millionaire kid"
again had a change of mind and finally opened the Cafe De Luxe. This
We can save you big
last enterprise thrived until last evenon these lines if
ing when the Colfax county sheriff ap- money
peared and this morning for the sec- you will allow us to conond time the Cafe De Luxe closed Its
vince you.
doors to the sorrowing public. 'Mrs.
Gibson No. 2 is still in Las Vegas.
Gibson had negotiated for the purchase of a residence property on Sixth 55c for 85c cotton blankets.
street but Tiad not paid for it. His 65c for $1.00 cotton blanket9
second wife is said to have been mar 95c for $1.25 cotton blankets.
ried before. Whether she has secured $1.10 for $1.50 cotton blankets.
a divorce is not known. Gibson was $1.25 for $1.75 cotton blankots.
taken to Raton this morning on train $1.65 for $2.50 cotton blankots.
No. 8. Peter Jestes, cook of the Cafe $2.40 for $3.50 woolen blankj'.s.
De Luxe this morning attached the $2.75 for 4.00 woolen blank Xa.
stock In the place to secure his wagea $3.25 for $5.00 woolen blankets.
.Testes discovered the stock had all
All the rest at 5
off. Same
been used; at least, it was gone.

PERSONALS
P. P, Corbett came into town oday
from his ranch, at Hoclada.
. Vicente Wares of
Wagou. Mound was
a business! visitor in Las Vegas today.
Miss Lulu Bantord and Miss Hazel
Sanford of Santa Fe are visitors in
town.
f
Manuel Sanchez was a visitor in Lns
Vegas today, coming in Irora his ranch
at Sanchez.
George A. Fleming went to Watrous
on a business trip this morning and

OPTIC,

win piease your irienas
and not be too expensive?

CA

t

LMO

city ticket office for Kansas City wll
meet here Thursday to canvass the
situation. Tho committee is composed of the following: President IL
II. Adams, Kansas City Terminal,
chairman; Gerrit Fort, passenger traffic manager Union Pacific; V. J.
Black, passenger traffic manager Santa Fe; G. IL Blair, traffic manager
Chicago & Alton;

OUTLOOK FOR INCREASED SCAR;
CITY IS SA!D TO EE PROM- ISING.
A net shortage
of 17,793, cars is
shown for September 2G in the bulletin
on car surpluses and shortages published by the American Railway as
sociation. Two week to the date cov-- 1
ered by the bulletin had seen the net

spent thy day there.
Here is just the thing-:- a string of
P. Anderson wa sa business visitor
sweet-scente- d,
hand -- made beads.
In Las Vegas today, coming tn Irom
whose
perfume is delicate, lasting
his ranch on the mesa.
and pleasant.
Eugenio Romero, the well known
shortage Increase from 8,620, or more- Mora merchant, was a business visitthan 100 per cent
You can have them in almost any
or la Laa Vegas today,
This is the most striking feature
shade of color black, scarlet, gray,
Mr. and Mrs. Nick Papen left last
brought out iii 'the summary of the
Ready for Big Safety Rally.
green, yelIowr brown, and in three
car situation. 'Surpluses reported by
Kansas City, Oct. 11. Thirty-fivevening for Los Angeles where they
shades each of violet, blue and rose.
will remain indefinitely.
railroads ot the United States and hundred Kansas City railway men will
C. A. Johnson of Trinidad, travelCanada show no great change, the de- meet in Convention hall on the night
on cord to match
They are
crease being only 620 cars to a total of October 19 to inaugurate what ia
ing passenger agent for the Santa Fe
the
alternated
with small cut .
beads,
discount on Comforts.
of 26,754. In this, however, there Is a known in railway circles as the "Safe
was
a
in
Las
visitor
Vegas
railroad,
';
decrease of 2,034 in miscellaneous ty First" movement Preliminary ar
I TJ'goId or steel beads or sometimes
today.
cars, which is offset partly by an in- rangements were made yesterday by
Paul McCormick and family came
with a harmonizing color.
crease of 445 box, l'j flat and 889 coal L. M. Harris of St. Louis, publicity
in from their Las Conchas ranch
h
THIS WEEK ONLY FOH CASH
.''
cars.
They never fail to please.
agent for the Frisco railway. The obtoday and will be visitors in Las Ve18-inIs' reflected in
More
with
week.
and
the
striking
change
for
gas
coming
ject of the movement Is to train railclasp,
' ' .strings,
the shortage reported; the increase S way employes In the avoidance of acMr. and Mrs. Bell of Albuquerque,
each in a neat box ready for presen-- :'
total shortage being 8,547 cars, of cidents to themselves and property
are visiting their son, J. H. Bell Mr.
which 4,457 are box, 387 flat, 3,380 coal under their charge. C. W. Kouns ot
and Mrs. Bell are on their way home
The total Topeka, general manager of the Sanand 323 are miscellaneous.
,i
from a viist la Springfield, Mo.
They are ideal prizes for card parties.
'''
;
ta Fe railway, will pueside at the Con-- .
Mrs. A. J. Thuli, who has been the
shortage is 41,547 cars.
C.
A.
Y.
M.
same
a
the
date
the
with
Flemyear
hall meeting. The principal adCompared
vention
Mrs.
A.
Oppositej
George
guest of Mr. and
ago there is a decrease in the total dress will be made by W. T. Tyler or
ing for several days, returned this af(Continued From Page One)
surplus of 31,628 cars, of which 4,021 St Louis, general manager of the
ternoon to her home in Watroiis.
ATHLETICS WIN AGAIN.
are box, 2,48()'are fiat, 13,340 are coal Frisco. Veteran railway men will reMrs. E. W. Neal, wife of Telegraph
H."E.
R.
and threw to Cady who touched the
Philadelphia, Oct. 11.
and
11,778 are, tnlscellaneous. There late experiences touching upon the
5 8 0
Operator Neal of Shoemaker, arrived
New York shortBtop as ne slid toward Americans ,
NEWS DEALER, STATIONER, CURIOS
an
is
increase in total shortages by avoidance of accidents. The Santa
in Ijis Vegas this afternoon, and will
2
1
7
j
the plate. One run, three hits, no er- Nations
same
the
comparison of 36,203 cars, Fe Apprentice band will furnish music. .
be a visitor in town for several days.
Brown and Thomas; Rixey, Chalmrors.
E. Las 'Vegas
521 Sixth St.
which 20,662 are box, 3,202 are flat, Moving pictures, taken at the Instance
of
H. L. Waterman of Denver, repreers and Walsh.
Eighth Inning.
10,756 are coal and 1,583" are miscelof various railways, will show how to
senting the Studebaker corporation,
First half Boston: The smash of
laneous.
afcd
avoid Injuries. "The meeting is called
will
Las
in
arived
Vegas today
FREIGHT RATES SUSPENDED.
McCormick counts as a hit inasmuch
for the purpose of introducing the
be' in town for several days on busitar11.
Oct.
as he advanced Fletcher to third base.
Freight
Washington,
In Boston.
Ticket
Forgers
'safety first' movement to the emness.
Fletcher waB out on trying to steal iffs making advances on soft coal
Boston
Oct.
il.
Puritanic
Boston,
ployes of railways running Into KanMrs. M. C. Williams and C. C. Goodhome. Ames went into the box for from. Colorado and New Mexico mines
fans'
over
what
horrified
are
baseball
sas City," said Mr. Harris last night
Las
today
Vegas
rich passed through
New York. Hooper sent a high fly to to destinations in the middle west
choose to call a' "tiket scandal" "It has been in full swing on the Fristhey
intsr-stat- e
in their Maxwell automobile en'route .Vj County Clerk. Lorenzo Delgado is
were
the
suspended today by
Fletcher. Fletcher threw out Yerkes
ticket scandals of co for some time and has produced
commerce
Vrom their home in Detroit, Mich., to visiting in Albuquerque.
commission until on a par with the
YOUNG
at first. Speaker got a double to left.
New York and Philadelphia during the good results. Ralph C. Richards, gento
Guillermo
Waghas
Garcia
gone
Arizona,
28.
An
is
in
(Phoenix,
proinvestigation
Lewis went out, Fletcher to Merkle. April
world's series last year. This state of eral claim agent of the Chicago &
H. A. Harvey drove in from the on! jMound. to attend the fair.
No runs, one hit, no errors.
gress.
affairs was brought about shortly af Northwestern, is the author of the
Harvey ranch today and will remain ,Bv.,Romero, who has been a visitor
Second half New York: Devore
-'
reter the tickets for the second Red Sox-- Dlan. It is the desire of the railways
reseveral
for
in
days,
Albuquerque
in Las Vegas for several days,
out, Wagner to Stahl. Wagner made
SPOONING CALLED LOST ART Giant championship "game had been that their employes should remember
turning to the Harvey ranch some- turned to Las Vegas this afternoon.
another wonderful stop and throw.
MisV.
the
J.
..
placed on sale,' by the appearance of at all times that it Is better to do less
Jenkins,
representin
'j
time next week.
Doyle filed to Hooper. Wagner made
ticket speculators"' offering tickets work or even for a train to lose time
Annapolis Not What It Ued to B
Leon Guy returned last evening souri Valley Bridge and Iron company,
an error on Snodgrass smash and the
Naval Officer Declares, but Ho
which sold for $3 apiece for $15 to $20. than to take risks. ' Wort should be
from Wagon Mound wheie he has has returned' to his headquarters In
runner was safe at tirst. Murray tingIs
Wrong.
A committee of indignant fans called done In the sure way. Time saved by
been a visitor for the past two days. Denver.
led to left, Snodgrass taking 'second.
of the Boston dangerous methods is lost in the end
fesof
M.
MANY
HARRY
MADE
GIBSON
R, Williams, superintendent
Mr. Guy attended the Bean Day
Let Tib for a moment turn from the upon Secretary McRoy
It was the hit and run play. Merkle
arrived and it la paid for in tne lives and
the
soon
after
club
'"Species"
PURCHASES HERE WITH
tivities and reports having had a good bridges and buildings for the Santa
turmoil of politics and contemplate
fanned. No runs, one hit, one error.
Accord
an
demanded
and
thiB
explanation.
afternoon
returned
limbs of patrons and employes. On
Fe
ALASKAN
FORTUNE
railroad,
the classic precincts of Annapolis. Is
time.
Ninth Inning.
old town, famous for its state-hous-e ing to the latte forgery accounts lor the selfish side of the matter, the railthat
John ,S. Jones and E. J. Johnson, from a trip south.
First half Boston:
Gardner singand its crabs, Is situated the in- the speculators being able to ply their ways can better afforij to have emUnited States government , sheep, "in-- ! JF.iL. Myers, superintendent of the
Hrary Gibson, the "millionaire kid" led to center. 'Stahl sacrificed, Ames
stitution which supplies us with our trade, In evidence a number ot tic ployes take time ,tp be careful than
Fe
Mexico
I$ew
Santa
from
division
the
of,
Vrived
who
six
has
last'
been
for
the
weeks
evening
past
spectors,
dardner took second. gold braided officers of the navy. At
to Merkle.
can afford" to pay Judgments rekets, so crudely done "that they wqjild
an extended trip in the northern part railroad, arrived tn Las Vegas this af- cutting a wide swatch in the financial Ames was
and Wagner walk- Annapolis, howerer, - they are mere deceive no one, was' shown. It was they
unsteady
on
his pri circles of Las Vegas, came to grief
from dangerous suits."
sulting
of the state. Both Mr. Jones and Mr, ternoon from Albuquerque
ed to first. Wagner was forced at sec- lads, not altogether in love with their
specto
that
the
fans
out
the
10.
No.
Hixen-baugin
car
train
vate
to
attached
pointed
when
Sheriff
A..
last
their
headquarters
evening
Johnson have
ond when Fletcher took Cady's bound- studies, but fondly, fondly loving all ulators were
only offering a few ticKANSAS CITY .LIVE 'STOCK
of Colfax county, arrived from
Mr. and Mrs. L. K. Rust and child
)
Las Vegas.
er and tossed it to Doyle. Gardner theAndgirls. here comes an old curmud- kets for sale whereas in former years
woKansas
Gibson
a
town
the
to
remind
in
Raton
that
employ
City, Oct. 11. Cattle, reis
who
in
yet,
C. A. Gault,
of Birmingham, Ala, arived
went to third on the play. Gardner
who says that spooning at An- they have had hundreds to offer. jAt. ceipts 1,000, including 400 southerns.
of William B. Strong formerly presi- this afternoon and will spend several man who claims to be his wife No. 1 scored on Wood's single to right, Cady geon
is not what It used to be. He McRoy Issued a statement later in Market steady. Native steers $69
dent of the Santa Fe railroad, passed days visiting in Las Vegas. Mr. Rust and children were anxiously awaiting taking third. Hooper filed to Snod napolis
asserts
that the new and Im- which he said the mails had been tam- 10.90; southern steers $4.256; soulli-- .
grimly
through Las Vegas today on his way Is cashier for the Frisco railroad at his homecoming. It is said that Gib' grass. One run, two hits, no errors.
posing granite buildings have taken
home
pered with and tickets mailed out se- ern cows and heifers $3.405; native
whose
the
Gault
son, suddenly becoming
possessor
Birmingham.
to California. Mr.
Second half New York: Herog the romance out of the place and that
In that manner, and every effort cows and heifers $3.40i)7.B0; Btock-er-s
cured
Howard T. Vaille, formerly of Las of a small fortune which was left him filed to Speaker. Meyers fouled out to flirting is not the sweet and tender
is in Beloit, Wis., is an old time friend
bulls
would
be made so that purchasers so
D.
and feeders $4.507.50;
Goodall.
in
K.
off
a
father
farr
Alaska,
of long ago. Wherefore, he ut
dying
at the Plaza by
of D. It. Murray and
Vegas, Is registered
Cady. Fletcher popped to Stahl. No thing
would secure seats original- $3.755.50; calves $59.25; western
defrauded
are
ters loud lamentations and sighs for
Mr. and 'Mrs. John Lee, who
hoteli lie will remain in the city for threw all discretion to the 'winds runs, no hits, ,no errors.
to several
the days of old.
ly Intended for them.. A rigid investi- steers $59; western cows $3.50
days. Mr. Vaille is now head and proceeded to seek the paths of
stopping at the Plaza hotel, expect
The box score:
sure
Time
has
wrought changes,
6.25.
gation is under way.'
leave soon for their home in Shreve of tti$ Mountain States Telephone and high life. This evidently affected his Boston
AB. R. H. PO. A.E. enough, but it is in the old naval offbeer
have
wife
and
his
Mrs.
Hogs, rceipts 2,500. Market strong.
Lee
memory, for, leaving
0 icer and not in the romantic corners
0
company.
port, La. Mr. and
rf
Telegraph
..........4
Hooper,
Off Ice at K. C.
Har-vp- s
Ticket
Joint
of sales $8. 50 8. SO; heavy
Bulk
at
he
to
months
the
summer
story,
I family,
the
according
5 0 of the Naval academy.
3 0 1 2
These still afspending
Romero of Mora, who was
Yerkes, 2b
Eugenlp
Mo.,' Oct.'ll'. The comKansas
City
se
and
Valley
of
the
another
heart
claimed the
$8.759; butchers and packers $8.63
El. Porvenir and
....4 0 1 2 0 0 ford delicious places in which to spoon,
In Las Vegas yesterday and this mornSpeaker, cf
several weeks ago by
mittee
appointed
Las
in
to
as
9; lights $8.408.85; pigs $67.25.
friends
the
admilected
Las
place
our
of
Vegas
future
and
the
activities
have
many
and
ranch
4 0 0 1 0 0
Lewis, if
ing attending the board of regents'
the directors of the Kansas City Ters:
to the fact
rals
bear
witness
his
honeymoon.
spend
2
2
Vecas.
2
0
S
Normal
Mexico
........
Gardner, 3b
meeting at the New
minal Railway .company to make inrife Bacharach and Simon Bacharach Tiniyersity, left this afternoon for Al3 1 0 9 0 0
Arriving in Las Vegas, Gibson; act Stahl, lb
Old papers tor saie. optic ornce.
vestigations regarding, a Joint uptown
He Had Experience. ,
.3 0 0 i 3 1
returned last evening from a sheep buquerque where he will attend the ing as his own press agent, advertised Wagner, ss
Efttherin
They were not an exclusive congretrip in the Red river dis Knights "of Columbus celebrations to- the fact that he was the original mon Cady, c
......4 0 1 10 0 0 gation,
nevertheless they showed signs
4 0 2 0 2 0
eyed fall guy and. propositions of real Wood, p...
trict. They made the trip in their morrow' and Sunday.
ot rebellion over the appointment oi
were offered him
etc,,.
saloons,
estate,
rhflimers automobile and report hav
who
at
is employed
H. E. Hayes,
the new usher. ' "He is an excellent
free
by the score. The more prudent of
W had an enjoyable Journey,
Totals
....32 3 8 27 12 1 young man, no doubt," they said, "but
this
afternoon
left
Brothers'
Bacharach
51,050 FULLY EQUIPPED AT YOUR G003
AB. R. H. PO. A. B. he hasn't belonged to the church very
from accidents of any kind. Tomor for Wichita Falls, Texas, where h( the prospective salesmen spent their New York
4 0 1 0 0 0 long, and, besides, it doesn't
seem
row morning with John Cook as chauf- was called by the accidental death of good money on telegrams to Alaska so Devore, If
re
information
to
reliable
obtain
1 4 1 0 likely that a young man who was
as
0
tour, the Messrs. BacharaoUwlll 6
2b
....4
was
Doyle,
who
W.
T. Hayes,
his brother,
4 .0 0 2 0 0 street car conductor until six monthi
to Waon Mound wheer they expect killed, yesterday in a passenger wreck garding the fortune of which Gibson Snodgrass, cf
when the good word earned
and
0 1 3 0 0 ago can be up on church etiquette."
boasted
4
to load several cars of sheep.
rf
railDenver
Murray,
on the Forth Worth and
But that was the very point that th
the
"had
Gibson
1 8 0 0
Alaska
4"
that
0
from
Merkle, lb
road at Wicita Falls. Mr. Hayes extrustees
in vindication of theii
goods" these enterprising men signed Herzog, 3b
i 1 2 2 1 0 Judgmenturged
"We voted him in because
pects to return to Las Vegas the first
4 0 0 5
papers with the "millionaire kid", tor Meyers, c
he bad been a conductor," they said.
of next week.
0 "We need. a man of that kind to deal
4 0 1 3 6
the sale of dry farms, Irrigated farms, Fletcher, ss
nouses and lots and so forth. While Tesreau, p .........2 0 1 0 2 0 with the end-sehog. He is a great'
JOHNSON STILL WORKING
Gibson was so actively engaged in ! McCormick
1 0 1 0 0 0 er nuisance in the church than in th
Wilkesbarre, Pa., Oct. 11. Governor the
0 0 0 0 1 0 cars. Early in the service he planti
purchasing of this Las Vegas real Ames, p
himself at the aisle end of a free pew
Johnoson of California left here today estate
wife No. 1 also had
his
alleged
JUT
T
and later comers who are ushered lntfl
for Philadelphia, where he is scheddifferent
lines
1
12
1
9
27
active,
only
along
been
35
OVERLAND t:C3X SOT
Totals
In
A Full Line ol.
all
over
that
him
fall
pew
taking
uled to deliver two addresses tonight.
that her fickle husband had
in their places. It takes a man with grit
! McCormick
Tesreau
Asserting
batted
for
The governor will speak in Chicago
'
to make, him move along. This for
a $56,000 'millionaire,' Mrs, seventh. '
.
October 19 and start from there the become
mer conductor has the grit and he hat
to
......
1
the
No.
Telephone or call and we will have our demonstrator
score
Gibson
The
stop
proceeded
by innings;
next day for Sacramento. His Penni
ia
tact
.
from
That
gained
Vr-3experience.
0
1
0
0
0,10
at fortune from leaving Alaska and at Boston .... .v..O
Shoes For Women
;we made him usher."
show you.
sylvania engagement will close
$
the same time brought charges of de New, York . . . . : .0 0 0 0 0 0 1 o o l why
next
on
night.
Saturday
Pittsburgh
r
Not
bassTwo
Gibson,
knowing
sertion
against.
Summary
Next week he will tour Ohio, Indiana
Everybody r aci The Optic.
"Co.
that' hlB first spouse was working in
Las Venas Automobile
Speaker. Three base hits Gard...
and Illinois.
her own interests and thus stopping ner. Hits off Tesreau, 2 runs and 5
the shipment of the money fronx the bits in 24 times at bat In seven- in,
la all the new Fail and WinTOO LATE TO CLASSIFY.
FAST BASEBALL GAME
Whalen, & Fowler Props
Phjne Main 344,
3
Gibson, when questioned br the nings; off Ames, 1 run and hits in
Chicago, Oct. 11. Tlie Cubs and north,
ter Styles including the latest
mon
2
Sacrifice
his
in
salesmen
bat
numerous
at
innings.
8 times
regarding
OR SALE Cheap, medium size base
the White Sox battled here today in
Models and newest Leather
stated that it was delayed oa ac- hits Yerkes, Stahl. Stolen bases
burner. 1108 Tilden Averue.
the city series. At the end of the ey,
count of ice and the freezing ip of Merkle, Stahl. Double plays Fletcn- arid Fabric Combinations.
were
tied.
teams
the
fifth inning
which made navagatiol dif er to Merkle. Left on bases Boston, LOST Size 16 gold watch with fob
First inning; Cubs, 0 ; White Sox, 1. the rivers
r
u
m7
late summer and earWe are also sole agents
New York, 7, Base on balls off
attached, Oliver typewriter speed
L
Second innings: Cubs, 9; White Sox ficult during the
or.
n
ly fall months. Strange to relate the Tesreau, 2; off Ames, 1. First base
medal on fob. Return to F. M.
1.
for the celebrated
p
srrors New York, 1. Struck out oy
or leave at O. G. Schaefer's
Second Inning: Cubs, 0; White Sox, story stuck.
M UNSING lTDERWEAR
and receive reward.
For the Investment ot his fortune Tesreau, 5; by Wood, 8. Wild pitch
0.
Time 2:08. Umpires: at
Tesreau.
Gibof
local
the
business
In
the
White
0;
city
Sox,
Cubs,
Third inning:
son had several plans. Among them plate, Rigler; on bases, O'Loughlin; FOR RENT Modern furnished rooms
0.
710 Grand avenue.
one to open up a saloon which has left field, Evans; right field, Klem.
was
Whits
0;
Cubs,
Fourth inning:
been closed for years. In figuring on
0.
Sox,
THE POPULAR PRICE STORE t
Edwai'd C. Springer came in from LOST Kit of automobile tools in
Fifth inning: Cubs, 1; White Sox flie purchase of stock for thft saloon
canvas roll. Finder return to MeGibson offered to ' uy 100 cigars each his ranch at Springer this afternoon
0.
PHONE MAIN 104
Las
in
0.
a
ridian restaurant and receive re
local
wholesale
brand
fsr
that
visitor
Vegns
a
be
will
0;
of
Sox,
Cubs,
every
and
Sixth
.inning
Astof br ibr. New Ida 10c Pillem,
ward.
house handled. This purchase would several days.
goventh inning: Cubs, 0; Sox, 0.
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BIGAMY
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Alex. Hilton,

eral passenger agent I'rlsco, and
James A, Stewart, general passenger
agent Rock Island.
Announcement was made several
weeks ago of the fact that the execu-- :
tlves of all the Kansas City terminal
lines had agreed upon a general plan
for a Joint uptown office in Kansas
Terminal
City to be operated by
company, and to be opened at the
same time with the new union station.
The details are left to the committee.
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EiX

who he was and was going to fellow
him when he rushed out again and LAST GIRL COTTAGER
RIOTS IN SENTIMENT
hustled up the steps, this time passing
not between us but on my right.
"He never said a word, but as he "I am rioting In sentiment out here,"
wrote the last girl cottager at the
passed I aid to the officer: 'That's
Michigan resort. "The woods and I
funny. I wonder what's the matter have
things all to ourselves now and
in
to
be
seems
with 'Red Philip?' He
we are having the time of our lives.
a big hurry. But the policeman did
"They stand silent in the October
not know him, and I thought no more sunshine. But it is a silence of a dif1Q
it except that 'Red Phillip' was drunk ferent quality from that of the sum-is
mer it is breathless, eager. That
NEW YORK OFFICIALS INVESTI- again probably.
, 'KIRS.
FLINT,
strange, since what they are waiting
Jack
I
"Two
that
heard
later
hours
GATING MOTIVE FOR JACK
Cor Granddad 'Douglas Ave.
for Is desolation to them the touch
1
in
had never spoken
Zelig, to whom
ZELIG'S MURDER
of frost, the sad whirl of the winds.
$ast Las Vegas, N. M.
my life, though he lived next door, had There is a golden
quality to the very
I was told it air, the reflection of the yellow of the
New York, Oct 11. Where did "Red been shot.
was 'Red Philip' that did it. I was beeches, the Indian orange and red of
Phillip" Davidson, the east side pander who killed "Big Jack" Zelig Sat- astonished, for I never thought 'Red' the sassafras, the yellowing brown of
to do Buch a thing. the oaks darkening into splashes of
LAS VEGAS GARAGE
urday night, get the $10 to buy the had the nerve
came looking for mo, rusty crimson and streaks of luminous
Then
the
police
revolver
with
which
he carried
police
There is nothing in the world
M BIEHL, Propietor
told me that bronze.
r.nd
to
astonishment
my
out his very deliberate purpose? That
so like bronze as certain of the oak
'Red
is the question now agitating Second either I. had bought the gun for
leaves.
416 Grand Ave
or I had lent him the money
"Occasionally
by some roadside,
Deputy Police Commissioner Dough- Philip"
Phone Main 447
Mr. VnUinan m; across some clearing, the eye falls on
erty and the squad of detectives whom to buy it. I
to
he has assigned to investigate Zellg's accounts, my rent receipts and my re- a great conflagration running close
Battery Charging Station
ceipts for the day, and I think I con- the ground. It is the dwarf sumach,
murder.
which is a veritable living flame. The
Automobiles for Hire
Davidson insists that he got a $10 vinced him I had nothing to do witb
is all rusty and the wild
goldenrod
bill from Jacob Sandler, who as "Jack lending the money.
The ground is
asters
have vanished.
"If I had given it why should I con- half covered
the Painter," keeps a basement eating
by a patterned carpet
house at No. 293 Broome street, San- ceal It? It's no crime to lend a friend from the trees above. Slashing through
P. MACKEL
dler is equaly insistent that he did $10, id It? But I didn't and 1 can't this riot of tones is Something that
,
not
lend or give the money to David- figure out why he should have drag-- glitters with an, uncanny, rippling
HOUSE AND SIGN PAINTING
'
brilliance in the soft, steady rays of
me
it.
into
Hardwood Finishing, Paper Hanging son; and from a careful investigation ged
the sun it is the inland lake, which
"I
'Red
know
much
about
this
don't
of Sandler's finances made by the po
end Glaalng.
was commonplace enough when Just
lice, it seems pretty certain , "Red Philip' except that he hung around by blue or gray in the summer. Now it
Estimate Cheerfully Given,
a great deal and didn't ever Is a sheet of quicksilver pricked by
Old Town Philip'" did not get the price of the (himself
treat Slda Plaza
seem to have much money. I remem- diamond points.
revolver where he1 says he did.
"All through the woods is a rustling
Davidson has tried hard to get San- ber seeing him dance in a Bhow in
the
dler to admit that ha lent the money the People's theater a few years ago, and scurrying and shattering, for
are getting ready for winter
squirrels
women
I
stuck
some
believe
and
got
but the restaurant keeper adheres
and making a great uproar about it.
'LA WNJ MOWERS SHARPENED
firmly to his statement that if he had on him since that, and probably that's Max, the collie, passes his days In
Cock and i,Vrtinsmith Bicycle aao done so, he would admit it, but as he how he lived. But I didn't have
hysterical chases, covering the ground
do with him except wi er. he In the splendid, long leaps that only
did not lend the money he will not
'
GeLeral Repairixi?
tell a lie to serve whatever secret came In for a meal. I think the poor a collie can manage, but always the
S20-6t- h
E. Las Vegas
Street
fellow! Is crazy and maybe had a fight little
squirrel flashes up a
purpose Davidson has.
of time and barks
in
nick
tree
the
kill
to
out
went
just
and
with
Jack
Zelig
Bought In Pawnshop
staccato defiance in answer to the
It is definitely established now that him. But I never knew him to carry
dog's yells of disgust and defeat beAutomobile, Carriage &
Davidson bought the weapon and 'hat a gun or be that kind of a fellow."
low.
Max has been known to dash
it was police pistol No. 4812, formerly John O'Gorman, the patrolman whom wildly into the bungalow and drag
the property of Patrolman Christopher Sandler had mentioned, told the repor- any handy human being to the tree
N. 0. HERMAN
F. Maher. Davidson bought It 'o.n ter that he did remember seeing a where some particularly exasperating
deAve
429
Simon Meyer, a Jersey City pawnbro- man run in and out cf Sandler'B squirrej was safely ensconced and
de- mand excitedly that his friend get the
as
Sandler
evening
place
Saturday
who
had held the gun in pledge
ker,
villain down and deliver him over for
more than a year. Davidson got Mey- scribed, but he could not say the man
If you speak collie Engpunishment.
er to reduce the price from $13 to $10, was Davidson, as he had never heard lish you can readily understand Max. '
and gave his name as Sam Sandler of of 'Red Philip', though he knows by
"The squirrels are tolerably tame.
armthrow
No. 348" Grand street. Jacob Sandler sight or name most of the habitues of They will sit within
REMODELED
STEWLY
fEven
when hte of you on a branch and eat
has a brother named Samuel, but he the neighborhood.
Private Baths and Lavatories
Once 1 saw
does not live at that, address, nor news of Jack Zelig's murder and the if you are 'quiet.
with a
hemlock
a
one
clamber
up
filname
man
who
of the
Stea..i Heat Private Telephones anywhere near It
had done it
mushroom that must have weighed a
Rates 2.50 per day and tip
So there comes the one great ques- tered thrpugh the neighborhood that pound, and,
sitting up on his haunches,
AMERICAN PLAN
tion: Where did Davidson get the $10 night, O'Gorman said, he had no idea deliberately eat it to the last shred,
winking defiance when I insisted that
Special Rates by Week or Mentli and who had interest enough in hav- of who "Red Philip", was.
lookan
Sandler's
It was a toadstool. There was no dead
waiter,
intelligent
Davidson
killed
to
the
Zelig
give
ing
ing chap, confirmed absolutely the squirrel under that tree next day, so
price of a pistol?
OF BRANDS
he must have won the bet.
Davidson's first story of how
he story about "Red Phillip" running in
"The sir is full of wings. The blue-Jay- s
7
of
out
the
house
about
and
eating
came to kill Zelig is the one that Is
and crows and wrens and blackimportant Notice to Caattie Men and
being most closely investigated, as o'clock Saturday night. The waiter birds and woodpeckers are yet in eviStock Growers
be
being his first outburst when arrested, said Davidson, who seemed to
dence, though the robins are gone.
rushed! through the The crows sweep and caw, the blackexcited,
greatly
in
and
certain
of
it
bearing
grains
In consequence of the great number
place, which was empty save for the birds shrill and chatter and all the
of brands now; on record In tie office truth which he atempted to cover up waiter, as if
tree trunks resound to the woodpecklooking for somebody.
In his subsequent statements.
of the Cattle: Sanitary Board, not now
ers' tapping search for insects. A
a
Sandler
eating
keeps
cheap
pla'e,
Of course it was not true that he
wrens hopping
in actual use the state legislature baa
hidden
behind draperies couple of infinitesimal
had been robbed of $500 by Zelig, but the "kitchen"
will make a
leaves
the
about
through
a
law
all
owners
of
passed
requiring
and a piano on one corner to attract
all day long this
their the surrounding circumstances which the local actors and singers. There lot of noise. And
recorded, brands to
feathered army is closing in on one.
brands within & period of six months, he related are very Interesting. He is no sign of Btuss playing, but ad"Where the sun is hottest on the
said
met
Broome
that
at
he
had
Zelig
commencing on September 10, 1912. and
the
of
neigh
youths
yellow
grass the crickets still chirp
mittedly
tough
Eldridge streets and that Zelig borhood
A,, failure upon the part of each hold-- e
and
the
for
green katydids sing from
a
in
little
refresh
drop
had backed him into a doorway, blackof a recorded brand to
once in a while. Sandler Insist, bending stalks. The crickets creep
ment
him and taken his money, all
into the bungalow on the logs for the
nls brand In the time required by jacked
but $10. Davidson had to leave him- however, that Zelig was not in the fireplace and chirp from the corners
law, forfeits all right of further use. self with $10 to account for the pur- habit of going there.
of the room.
In a short time circular letters to- chase of the weapon.
It is impossible to get away from
"Some morning, when it Is particugether with proper blanks for sending It is a curious fact that the homa of the fact of course, that the persons larly golden and still, on your throwwho have associations with the ZeWn ing open the doors the world will be
iln renewals to the office of the Cattle
Zelig, No. 286 Broome" street, is but
gang, or other gangs, whether in a filled with a tremendous chatter of
Sanitary Board will be sent out to two doors from Eldrid
street, and it business
each holder of brands now of record. Is
way or incidentally, all as birds not of a few, but apparently
still more curious that Jacob San sert
never knew Zelig or any of of all the birds on earth, all talking
To facilitate this work as much as dler lives next door
they
at once. Rushing out, you find, a dozat No. 28S, near his
men, in the face of convincing en trees
possible, and to avoid the lapsing of the corner, and
inky with blackbirds, gatherthatdiagonally across proof to the
contrary. But O'Gorman ing for their migration., For two or
brands, it is earnestly requested that is his eating house at No. 292.
said he believed Sandler was honest three, days this din keeps up and ocall parties now having recorded
Jacob Sandler told a leporter for the In
his statements about Davidson.
casionally the thousands will move up
of
ttrands, upon receipt
proper blanks World that Davidson had dropped into
to another set of trees with a sweep
- from
this office, send In their renew-- ; the restaurant occasionally. Last Sat- H. M. Beatty, Ltttle Rock, Ark, through the air like waves. Then of
als with the least possible delay.
irday morning abcuc 11 o'clock,' San says: "For the past two- years I suf a sudden they are gone. You did not
sJATTLE SANITARY BOARD OF dler said, Davidson, aot drunk, with fered with
kidney trouble had severe see them on their grand flightnobody
NEW MEXICO.
no bruise, or other mark of fighting on pains across my back and over my ever does catch them at it.' They sim-plwere and now are not, so far as
meant death to me
his face, came and said he would like hips that almost
at times. 1 used sevteral well known you are concerned.
a cup of tea.
kidney remedies, but got no relief tin-t"Every day the leaves drop faster
The custom of the Russian Jews,
I used Foley Kidney Pills. These
the paths and walks are hidden
who form the population of the neigh- I can truthfully say made me a sound and
under them. The ground Is speckled
O.
G.
and
well
Schaefer
man."
and
borhood, is to take tea in the casinos
with resinous Dine cones and beech
and tea shops, which are many, and Red Cross Drug Co.
nuts and acorns. A sharper frost than
not in the regular eating houses. So
usual pinches the last geraniums in
CANADIAN ELECTION
your garden and at night the cold
"Jack the Painter," recognizing this
Winnipeg, Man., Oct. 11. A cam creeps up through the living-rooand
custom, does not serve his customers
paign of almost unprecented activity you edge toward the blazing fireplace.
with tea, unless as a .special order.
on both sides closed today, prelimin
"After the long stretch of quiet,
"We went around for tea to the
in thej shining, perfect days of Indian sumary to tomorrow's
casino," said Sandler last night "and MacDonald
constituency. The result, mer you notice one evening as you
we drank a couple of cups each. Then
of the voting is awaited with keen in-- draw the curtains and shut out the
I hurried back to my place, and "Red
sun dropterest, inasmuch as 'it is expected to last glimpse of the reddened
of the black trees into the
back
Philip," which was all the name I show
ping
the present state of the public lake that the wind is rising. It comes
.
knew him by, came with me. I paid
mind in western Canada on the reci- fast and hard and
imperious. All night
for the tea, 12 cents for the four cups,
lsshe. Alexander Morrison is the acorns beat on the roof like buland three cents as-- tip to the waiter. procity
the conservative candidate. His op- lets and there is no .wild scamper of
"Our conversation then and in my
ponent is R. L. Richardson, publisher squirrels or raccoons above your head
place was about nothing in particular of the
nothing but a steady fall of someWinnipeg Tribune, who entere l
but I knew he had no money. He
the contest as an independent candi- thing crisp and whispering and mys
wasn't drunk, and didn't talk about
date and later received the indorse- teious.
find as you try
"In the
or
or
trouble
mention
Ze
fighting,
any
a
decades
favorite
three
Por over
ment of the liberals. Mr. Richardson td walk morning you relentless
cold
against that
household medicine for COUGHS, llg's name. Jn my place, after the tea, has made his fight on a straight-ou- t
wind whipping the lake into white-cap- s
COLDS, CROUP, WHOOPING he had a herring for breakfast, and platform favoring free trade with
that only a few leaves still cling
COUGH. BRONCHITIS, HARD as he sat with me and my waiter Great Britain and reciprocity in nat- to the naked
trees. The bungalow,
andSTUFFY BREATHING. Take didn't speak about the 20 cents he ural .'products with the United States. the ground, the paths are buried in
;at first sign of a cold. Quick, safe should have paid me, but let it go as it
brown leaves.
There is an edge in
the air that is brutal and you hurry
and reliable.' The Bee Hive on the he were my guest.
t
Sick headache is caused by a dis- back Indoors, for you know It is all
carton is Ihe mark of the genuine. "It must have been about
Take Chamber- over for another year. Winter is in
.Refuse sustitutes.
eleven, when he left my place, and I ordered stomach.
and the the barren air."
O. G. Schaefer
didn't see him again till around 1 lain's Tabletswilland correct thatFor
sale
headaches
disappear.
Red Cross Drug Co.
1
o'clock.
was standing at the top of
by all dealers.
Adopting the Idea.
the stairs, ou the sidewalk,
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chatting

9

with the policeman on post, whom
Here Is a woman who speaks from cmly know as 'Jim.' We were about
and
long
experi
jsersonal knowledge
ence, viz., Mrs. P. H. Brogan, of Wll-- four or five feet apart when a man
ex- - with his hat pushed down over his
"I
from
know
who
says,
aon, Pa.,
perience that Chamberlain's Cough head came rushing between us and
ftemedy la far superior to any other. went down the steps to the eating
Tor croup there Is nothing :hat
I wondered
house in a big hurry.
L" For sale by all dealers.
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If you have young children you have
perhaps noticed that disorders of the
stomach are their most common ailment To correct this you will find
and Liver
Chamberlain's Stomnch
Tablets excellent. They are easy and
nlanannf in tnlrn. And mild and Eentle
tu effect, For sale Dy an dealers.

The fastidious pickpocket

caught

in the act, objected to the handcuffs
the policeman was snapping around
his wrists.
"Officer," he complained, "those are
too antiquated. Can't you fit me out
with a pair of the 'No Metal Can
Touch You" kind?"
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third Thursday la acis
month, vision brotn
era cordially lnvf'- -i

-

k.mi-

v

NO.
LODGE
PYTHIAS
every Mondy
nln In Caatte

Mee
JifcU.

r

visiting

jv
Invit
FOR CLASSIFIED ADVER'
-E.
Lleb
a
tin.
R.
.
O.
N.
W.
Murray.
Herman,
TISEMENTS
It;
v
'i m. Una b e e
Five cents per line each Insertion. Secretary.
oiurusatier. Hrr
Estimate six ordinary words to a line.
,la j uu, Keepr
No ad to occupy less space than two LA8 VEGAS COMMANDERY, NO. 1.
Keucrds and Seal.
lines. All
advertls menu eharoed
KNIGHTS TEMPL4R Rg-Suty
will be booked at space actually sat
,T-conclave
.views, second a
B. P. O. ELKb
o
without regard to number of words
at
meat's
day la each
eac
fourth
Tuewlay eveniug of
Cash In advance preferred.
Temple at 7:80 p. m. CD.
street
Ninth
month Elks Home on
Re
Boucher, 8. C; Che. Tainme,
and Douglas avenue. Visiting brothcorder.
ers are cordially invited. P. D.
Exalted Huier; D. W. Condon,
LAS VEGAS CHAPTER No. S, ROYAL
Secretary.
ARCH MASONS aaftuai convoca
tion ftrst Monday In each
O. MOOSE Meets first and
merntn at Maeoaie Tem- L. O.
third
Thursday evening each month
ple, at T:19 p. m. M. R.
at W. O. W. hall. Visiting brothers
WUUama.
P.; F. O.
VV. Hont.
cordially invited. Dr. H.
Blood, Secretary.
OPTIC'8 NUMBER, MAIN L
J.
Thornhill, Secretary.
Dictator;
RATES

'

1 1

iw

Ka-soul-

a

RANSPORO CHAPTER NO. f, O. E.
S MeeU first aa4 tairt Fridays In
Masesie Testple. Un. T. B. Bowen,

VJ anted

ATTOItNEYS

HUNKER A HUNKER
Worts Katron; antes O. RatJadve
H. Hunker
Chester A Hn
Geo.
Wortay Patron; Mrs. George Trips,
Attorneys et Lew.
120
Secretary- - Paone Mala
New m.t- Las Vwi.
Grand avenae.

For Saie

!,

FOR SALE CHEAP Furniture. 1005
San Francisco avenue.
FRATERNAL

BROTHERHOOD NO.
101 Meets every Moneay
night at
FOR SALE Good Jack; three years
O. R. C Ball, on Bouiclaa aveane, at
01a; a oargain. Inquire of William 8 o'clock.
VUrfUag
embers are
Shillinglaw, Investment and Agen-o- y cordially w oleoma. B. A Qonrlng.
Corporation.
tf. president; S. T. Bonier, secretary;
C
Bally, treaaarer.
FOR SALE Household furniture and

a

house for rent

902

Third street.

FOR SALE

One house and lot; one
house and two lots. A snap for
cash. Must sell this month
See
Cutler Brothers.

MODERN WOODMEN OF AM ERIC
Meet In the forest of brother
love at Woodmen of the Wor
halL on the second and fourth Pi
day cf each month at 8 p. m. C. Ch
Consul; G. Laemmle, Clerk. Vlt
lng neighbors are especially
art
come and cordially Invited,

J. C. Ray, Winfield, Ala., says: "My
lamer, x. j. Kay suffered with kidney
and bladder trouble so bad he had to
use ft catheter. Various klritiAv
edies were tried without result and
nnany we gave him Foley Kidney
Pills. In three days he could pass
some water and on th fifth nn irmt
er needed a catheter. He continued
to use Foley Kidney Pills until entirely cured." O. G. Schaefer and Red

Cross Drug Co.

McCarthy and kaufman.

San Francisco, Cal., Oct. 11. Luther
McCarty, the Missouri giant, and Al
Kaufman, the big Californian, are to
come together in Griffin's arena tomorrow afternoon for a
battle. It will be the first heavyweight
mill that the fight fans Of this vicin
ity have had an opportunity to see in
a long spell and it is expected there
will be a big crowd at the ringside.
McCarty comes to the coast heralded
as the fighter who easily disposed of
Carl Morris and a number of other
aspirants in the heavy division. The
critics figure that he should be able
to hold his own against Kaufman,
who, though once hailed as the best
of the white hopes, has since gone
down before Jim Flynn and several

F, LAS VEGAS LODGE NO
Meets every Monday evening s
their hail on Sixth street All visit
ing brethren cordially invited to at
tend. J . D. Fridenatlne, N. G.
Frank Fries. V. G.; T. M. El wood
Secretary; Karl Werts, Treasurer
C V. Hedgoock, cemetery trustee.
1.

Meets first and third Tues
day evenings each month, at W00O
man hall. Visiting Brothers eo
A.
a)
dially Invited to attend.
Adler. President: E. C, Ward, Se

F. O. E.

rotary.

VVm.

A. Allen,

Chacon,

K.

M"S

1,M

JANE ADDAMS TO DEBATE
New York, Oct. 11. Miss Jane Ad
dams of Hull House, Chicago, will up
hold the progressive cause in a
political debate to be held
in Carnegie hall tomorrow night un
der the auspices of the Civic forum.
The opponents of Miss Addams will
be
William S. Bon
net, representing the republican par
ty, and Rabbi Stephen S. Wise, who
will speak for the democratic party.
three-corner-
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DEAFNESS CANNOT BE CURED
by local applications, as they cannot
reach the diseased portion of the ear.
There is only one way to cure deafness, and that is by constitutional
remedies. Deafness is caused by an
inflamed condition of the mucous lining of the Eustachian Tube. When
this tube Is Inflamed you have a
rumbling sound or imperfect hearing,
and when it is entirely closed, deafness Is the result and unless the in-

flammation can be taken out and this
rube restored to its normal conditions,
hearing will be destroyed forever;
nine cases out of ten are caused by
catarrh, which is nothing but an inflamed condition of the mucous surfaces.

We will give One Hundred Dollars
for any case of deafness (caused by
catarrh) that cannot be cured by
Hall's Catarrh Cure. Send for circulars, free.
F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, Ohio.
Sold by Druggists, 75c.
Take Hall's Family Pills for

coustl-patio-

n.

H. E. Archer, merchant of West-oveAla., states:
"My boy had a
severe attack of acute bronchitis, so
severe he could not get out of bed for
a week. The first few doses of Foley's Honey and Tar relieved him
and before we had given him the contents of one bottle, he was well. FoIs
ley's Honey and Tar Compound
kept continually in our house. It is
r,

perfectly safe and effective,"
Sohaefer and Red Cross Drug
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COMPANY

Harvesters, Storers and Distributors of Natural Ice, the Purity
and Lasting Qualities of Which Have Made Las Vegas
Fameus Office 701 Douglas Avenue.

ANT Ads '

Are Best
Kl r fir

Mex.,

Cross Drug Co.

No.
No.
No.
No.

RETAIL PRICES

others.

writes: "My wife had a cough that
nearly choked her to death, the worst
I ever saw. We tried
everything we
could think of but did her no good.
By good luck I happened to get a bot
tle of Foley's Honey and Tar Cora'
pound and it helped her at once. It
is the best cough medicine I ever
heard of. O. G. Sohaefer and Red

EAST BOUND

WEST

I. O. O.

'

TIKE CASD

Arrive

I.... ..1:20
......

For Rent

FOR RENT For Elks only, a few
choice rooms In the New Elks
Home.

LCCAL

No.
No.
No. 7
No. ..

FOR SALE Five room house, barn,
chicken lot! garden and lawn. Cheap
if taken at once, as we aTe leaving
town. Also 60 Rhode Island Red J. E. ROSEN VYALD LODGE NO. 54!
I. O. of B. B.Meets
chickens. 910 Fifth street.
evejy Ural
Tuesday of the month In the vestry
rooms of Temple Monteflore at t
o'clock p. m. Visiting brothers art
invited
Isaac
oordlaHy
Appal
President; Char lea Oreenclay, Set
FOR RENT Suite of light housekeep
rotary.
lng rooms, first floor, electric lights,
Also front bedroom. Apply 11 to 1,
or after 5 o'clock. 508 Main avenue. KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS, COUNC
NO. 804. Meets second and fenm
FOR RENT Strictly modern home;
Thursday in O. R. C. hall Plone
ideal location; elegantly furnished;
building. Visiting members are oe
no sick people. See Cutler Brothdially in vied. Peter Emenaker, G.
K--.
Richard Devlne, T. g.
ers.
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Classified ads. saarch out the psople to whom
among al
the particular thing is worth most.
That property you want to sell is. WORTH MOST to someone who reads the ads. in this newspaper and would never
hear of your property unless it were advertised here.
Others, who read and answer ads. in this newspaper, wan
(and are anxious to find and pay cash for) books, automobiles
used machinery and furniture, articles of usefulness of
any
sort, and musical instruments.
of those who MIGHT BUY

As the classified ads. are read by all possible
bj firs, jf a
possible sorts of things, they have come to be the finders of the

best markets
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Ins housekeeper, 'wafted"' uo'n the
lawn behind the parsonage, climbed
the rail fence, and "cut across lots" to
the pine grove on the bluff. There he
removed his shoes, put on the boots,
wallowed through the mealy yellow
sand forming the slope of the bluff,
and came out on the white beach and
the inner edge of the fiats. Then he
splashed on, bound out to where the
flah weirs stood, like webby fences, in
the distance.
A cart, drawn by a plodding horse
and with a single individual on its
high seat, was moving out from behind the breakwater. Some fisherman
The
driving out his weir, probably.
minister had been on the bar a considerable time before he began to
think of returning to the shore. He
was hungry, but was enjoying himself
too well to mind. The flats were all
his that morning. Only the cart and
its driver were in sight and they were
half a mile off. He looked at his watch,
sighed, and reluctantly started to walk
toward the town; he mustn'tkeep Mrs.
Coffin's breakfast waiting too long.
The first channel he came to was
considerably deeper than when he
forded it on the way out. He noticed
this, but only vaguely. The next, however, was so deep that the water
splashed in at the top of one of his
boots. He did notice that, because
though he was not wearing his best
clothes, he was not anxious to wet
his "other ones." The extent of his
wardrobe was in keeping with the size
of his salary.
And the third channel was so wide
and deep that he saw at once it could
not he forded, unless he was willing
to plunge above his waist
He hurried along the edge, looking
for a shallower place, but found none.
At last he reached the point of the
flat he was on and saw, to his dismay,
that here was the deepest spot yet, a
hole, scoured out by a current like a
mill race. Turning, he saw, creeping
rapidly and steadily together over the
flat behind him, two lines of foam, one
from each channel. His retreat was

0T.

I'
Ellsworth Younf
tumunuea

from

Yesfurday.)

there" wa"ivi

vi e'lve foot
under heFaeel
and sometimes eight or nine. Once
They flrina along tin ooa C!Pl 'twas only seven and a half. Zach and
and then they was somewheres out in 'Bije both looked at each other, but
the bay, but thafa about all you could Nat only smiled.
aay. Zach, he was stewln' and sput-terl- ' "'Qh, you can laugh!' hollers Zach.
'Taln't your vessel you're runnln inlike a pair of fried eels, and Lato danger. You ain't paid out your
fayette Gage and Emulous Peters
they're Denboro folks. Mr. Ellery, and good money
"Nat never answered; but he stopped
about sixteen p'lnta t'other aide of no
account they was the only passen- smilin'.
"And all to onoe the water deepgers aboard except Nat Hammond, and
they put In their time playln' high low ened. Hammond swung her up into
jack in the cabin. The lookout was the" wind.
'Now you can anchor.' says he.
for'ard tootln' a tin horn and his
" 'And 'bout
time, too, I guess,' says
was the most excitln thing goln
'Bije. 'I cal'Iate the skipper's right.
on. After dinner corned beef and
trust Zacb for that, though it's This is Horsefoot and we're right between the shoals. Yes, sir, and I hear
toext door to cannibalism to
put cabbage in his mouth after dinner all breakers.. Lively there!'
"They hove over the mudhook and
hands was on deck when Nat says:
'Hush!' he saye. Don't I hear some-thin- 'r dropped the sails. Nat shook his
v

'

bel-leri- n

cab-fca-

"They listened, and then they all
heard It all 'cept Zach, who's deef In
fcls larboard ear.
"'Stand by!' roars Nat. 'It's a
quail, dead astern and comln" abilln'!
f 11 take her, 'B!Je. You look out for
them topa'ls.'
"So Nat grabs the wheel and 'BIe
jteara for'ard and Bends the two fo'mast
nanus aiou on tne Jump. Each was
ekipper, but all he done was race!
around and holler and trip over his;
own feet. It hit 'em 'fore they got;
even one tops'l clewed down. That
one, the foretopsl 'twas, split to rags.;
The main tops'l was set, and when the
squall struck, the rotten old topmast
went by the board 'Kerrash-o!- '
'Coursei
nplintera flew like all possessed, and;
Vme of 'em, about a foot long, sailed
past Nat's head, where he stood heav-lhis whole weight on the wheel, and!
HjHgh cm the binnacle, amashin' it
to matches.
"Well, there they was, afloat, but,
with their upper riggln' gone and the
compass smashed fiat. A howlin' no'th-westblowin' and fog thick as ever.!
Zach was a whimperin', fidgettn' old;
woman, Lafayette and Emulous was'
prayin' In the scuppers and that ain't!
an exercise they're used to, neither
even 'Bije was mighty shook up and
worried he say&he was himself. But'
Nat Hammond Was as cool and
as the bottom of my well up
1

!

n'

borne.

"Then Nat suggests gettin the spare,

compass and, lo and behold you! there'
wa'n't any. Compasses cost money
end money's made to keep, so 'Zach

thinks.

"So there they was. "Wind was fair
or ought to be, but 'twas blowin' hard;
and so thick you couldn't hardly see'
the jib boom. Zach he wanted to an-- j
cbor, then he didn't, then he did, and
,to on. Nobody paid much attention
'to him.
'"What'll we do. Nat?' says T3ije.
!He knew who was the real seaman
(aboard.
'"
'Well, if 'twas me, I wouldn't
till I had to. Prob'ly 'twill fair
off tomorrow, but if it shouldn't, we
might have to lay out here all day.
Anyhow, we'd have to wait for a full
;

'tide.'

"'I'm afraid we're off the course,
!says 'Bile, 'else we'd been acrost the
ibar by this time.
" 'Well,' Nat tells him, 'If we are off
the course and too far inshore, we
would have made the bar the Bay
port bar if not the Trumet one. And
'if we're oft the course and too far out,
we'd ought to have deeper water than
five fathom, hadn't we? 'Course I'm

What's that, landsnot sure, but
man?'
" 'Three and a half, sir, says the fel
ler with the lead. That showed they
'was edgin' in somewheres. Nat r
isniffed, for ail the world like a dog
catchin' a scent, so 'Bije declares.
"'Tell you I smell home,' says Nat,
calm and chipper, 'and I'd know that

head.
" 'Breakers or not,"
says he. 1 tell
you I've smelt home for the last half
hour. Now, by the Jumpln' Moses, I

can taste it!'
"And inside of a couple of shakes
come the rain. It poured for a' while
and then the fog cleared. Right across
their bows was Trumet, with the town
clock strikin' ten. Over the flat place
between the hills they could see the
light on the ocean side. And they was
anchored right in the deep hole inside
the breakwater, as sure as I'm knee
high to a marlln spike!
" 'Bije just stared at Hammond with
his mouth open.
" 'Nat,' says he, 'you're a seaman, if
I do say it. I thought I was a pretty
good bay pilot, but I can't steer a vessel without a compass through a night
as black as Pharaoh's Egypt, and in a
thick fog besides, and land her square
on top of her moorin's.
If my hat
wa'n't sloshln around thirty mile
astern, I snum it I wouldn't take it off
to you this minute!"'
The minister shut the door behind
his departing guests. Then he went
out into the kitchen, whither the
housekeeper had preceded him. He
found her standing on the back step,
looking across the fields. The wash
bench was untenanted.
"Hum!" mused Ellery thoughtfully,
"that was a good story of Captain
This man Hammond must be a
fine chap. I should like to meet him."
Keziah still looked away over the
fields. She did not wish her employer
to see her face just then.
"I thought you would meet him,"
she said. "He was here a little while
ago and I asked him to wait. I guess
Zeb's yarn was too much for him; he
doesn't like to be praised."
'So? Was he here? At the Regular
parsonage? I'm surprised."
'He and 1 have known each other
for a long while."
"Well, I'm sorry he's gone. I think I
should like him."
Keziah turned from the door.
"I know you would," she said.

cut

off.
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last channel and It's un easy one.
There! now it's plain sailin' for dry
ground."
The old horse, breathing heavily
from his exertions, trotted over the
stretch of yet uncovered flats and soon
mounted the slope of the beach. The
minister prepared to alight.
, "Captain Hammond,"
he said, "you
haven't asked me my name."
"No, I seldom do more'n once. There
have been times when I'd just as soon
cruise without too big letters alongth'e.

side my figurehead."
"Wel, my name is Ellery."
"Hey? What? Oh, ho! ho! bo!"
He rocked back and forth on the
seat. The minister's feelings were" a
bit hurt, though he tried not to show

it.

"You mustn't mind my laughln," explained Nat, still chuckling. "It ain't
at you. It'a Just because I wag wonder n' what you'd look like if I should
meet you and now
Ho! ho! You
see, Mr. Ellery, I've heard of you,
same as you said you'd heard of me."
The minister, who had Jumped to
the ground, looked up.
"Captain Hammond," he said, "I'm
very glad indeed that I met you. Not
alone because you helped me out of a
bad scrape; I realize how bad it might
have been and that "
"Shsh, shh! Nothln at all. Don't
be foolish."
"But I'm glad, too, because I've
heard so many good things about you
that I was sure you niust be worth
knowing. I hope you won't believe I
went to your father's meeting with

any"

"No, no! Jumpln' MoBes, man! I
don't find fault with you for that I
understand, I guess." ,
"Well, if you don't mind the fact
that I am what I am, I'd like to shake
hands with you."
Nat reached down a big brown hand.
"Always glad
, "Same here," he said.
to shake with a chap as well recommended as you are. Yes, Indeed, I
mean it. You see, you've got a friend
that's a friend of mine, and when she
guarantees a man to be A. B., I'll ship
him without any more questions."
Breakfast had waited nearly an hour
when the minister reached home. Keziah, also, was waiting and evidently
much relieved at his safe arrival.
'Sakes alive!" she exclaimed, as she
met him at the back door. "Where in
the world have you been, Mr. Ellery?
Soakln' wet again, too!"
He told briefly the story of his morn
ing's adventure. The housekeeper listened with growing excitement
"Heavens to Betsy!" she interrupt
ed. "Was the channel you planned to
swim the one at the end of the flat by
the longest weir leader?"

He was In for a wetting, that was
sure. However, there was no help for
it, so he waded in. The water filled
his boots there, it gurgled about his
hips, and beyond, as he could see, it
seemed to grow deeper and deeper.
The current was surprisingly strong;
he found it difficult to keep his footing
in the soft sand. It looked as though
he must swim for it, and to ewim in
that tide would be no joke.
Then, from behind him, came a hall.
He turned and saw moving toward
him through the shallow water now
covering the flat beyond the next channel, the cart he had seen leave the
shore by the packet wharf, and, later,
on the outer bar. The horse was jog"Yes."
ging along, miniature geysers spouting
"My soul! there's been two men
Its
hoofs.
waved
The
driver
benth
drowned in that very place at half
to him.
tide. And they were good swimmers.
"Hold on, mate," he called. "Belay After
this I Bhan't dare let you out of
there. Stay where you are. I'll be my
sight."
alongside in a shake. Git dap, Janu"So? Was it as risky as that? Why,
ary!"
Captain Hammond didn't tell me so. I
welwaded
to
back meet this
Ellery
must owe him more even than I
come arrival. The horse plunged Into
the next channel, surged through it, thought."
and emerged
dripping. The driver
pulled the animal into a walk.
(To He Continued)
"Say," he cried, "I'm' crulstn' your
way; better get aboard, hadnt you?
There's kind of a heavy dew this
morn in. Whoa, Bill!"
"Bill" pr "January" stopped with apWhen Fish Go to Bed.
driver
Did you know that fish go to bed in
parent" willingness. ' The
leaned down and extended a hand. the winter? Prof. Dyche, state fish
The minister took It and was pulled and game warden for Kansas, says:
up to the seat.
"Sure thing, fish have beds. I have
"Whew!" he panted. "I'm much seen them piled up four and five fish
obliged to you. I guess you saved me deep for a space at least 3 by 10 feet.
from a ducking, if nothing worse."
Usually they find a place below a log
The horse, a sturdy, sedate beast to or some kind of an obstruction in a
CHAPTER VI.
jwhom all names seemed to be alike, stream where there is an eddy. They
picked up his feet and pounded them can maintain their positions there
In Which Captain Nat Picks
Up
down again. Showers of spray flew without much effort. I don't know
Derelict.
i
It Is probable that John Ellery nev about the heads of the pair on the js hether they sleep or not, but fish will
er fully realized the debt of gratitude seat.
spend most of a winter In that way.
"I ain't so sure about that duckln',"
he owed to the fog and the squall and
"When the water gets extremely
rescuer.
I
commented
"Hum!
the
guess cold the fish become sluggish.
to Captain Nat Hammond. Trumet, alThey
we can move around a
but they lose
ways hungry for a sensation, would likely we'll be out of soundin'g if
little,
hnvo tfcni'niifl'hlv finlnved flnriHnc iitid tackle that sink hole you was under- all their alertness. They can even be
to navigate. Let's try it a lit caught
quarreling over the minister's visit to takIn'
by hand. All youneed to do
the Come-Onte- r
Is to cut a hole in the ice after it has
meeting, and, during tit? 1111 llici uuvru.
over.
Rooked
his
companion
Ellery
the fracas, Kezlah's parson might have
been frozen over for some time. Some
"Well," he observed with a smile, fish will come to the hole for air. It is
been more or less battered. But Captain Nat's brilliant piloting of the cU j "from what I've heard of you, Captain an easy matter to slip your hand unHammond, I rather guess you could der the fish slowly and you may lift
packet was a bit of seamanship which
d
navigate almost any water in this lo-- Mm clear of the water before he
every man and woman on that
'
wiaiss a wigfcio.
stretch of sand could under- cality ard in all sorts of weather,
The driver turned In surprise.
stand and appreciate, and the minis"So?" he exclaimed. "You know me,
ter's indiscretion was all but forgotten
The "Daily Advertis- do you? That's funny. I was tryin'
in consequence.
Wise Girl.
ers" gloated over it, of course, a"d to locate you, but I ain't been able
1 11
on
was drifting idly, the
net
Their
boat
I9U
IP:
irumetue,
It
at
Elkanah
the
up
brought
Captain
sun shone above, toothing the soul,
meeting of the parish' coinTnTttee. but that,"
and the sea was serene; while she-- she
"Ves, I am
there Cantain Zeb Mavo chamnloned
was sitting snugly not on the
"Tut! tut! tut! you don't tell me.
the young man's course and pro-Say, Shipmate, you hurt my pride; I same side of the ship. Then he proclaimed that, fur's he was concerned.
he was for Mr. Ellery more'n ever. ' "A did think there wa'n't a soul that ever posed. From the opposite side of the
at him calmly. Then
young greenhorn with the spunk to trod sand in this village that I couldn't craft she gazed
she
on
and
name
spake:
the
sight,
give
port they
cruise slnglehanded right Into the mid'
"As a matter of common sense, realr
die of the
school and give hailed from and the names of their
But you've got me on, my izing that we are in this boat, on waan old hull whale like Eben the gaff owners.
ter which is more than fifty feet deep,
Is the man for ,my money," declared beam ends. And yet you knew me."
"Of course I did. Everybody knows and that if you were to act as you
Zf bedee.
Most of his
act if I accepted you we would
agreed with him. "Not guilty, but the man that brought the packet should
be capsized, I will decline your pro'
don't do it again," was the general home."
but, George,
The cart was afloat. The horse, find posal at the moment;
verdict.
Keziah watched anxionslv for a hint ing wading more difficult than swim row as fast as you can to the shore,
and ask me again!"
to swim,
concerning her parson's walk in tho.j mlnS. began
"Now rm skipper again,
sure
rain with Grace, but she heard noth-ing, so congratulated herself that the enough," remarked Hammond. "Ain't
Broad Hint.
secret had been kept. The tide at Tru- gettin' seasick, are you?"
who were playlna
Two
gentlemen
The minister laughed.
met, on the bay side, goes out, for a
cards at a club recently were very
said.
he
"No,"
a
mile
long way, leavipg uncovered
who
"Good! she keeps on a fairly even much annoyed by other members
and a hitlf of flats, bare and sandy, or
stood behind their chairs and inter
conslderin'
build.
she
her
There
keel,
carpeted with sea eed. Between these
osted themselves in the game. Finalyou
flats are the channels, varying at low strikes! That'll do, January;
ly one of the players asked' a spectaWalk-ill's
water from two to four feet In depth, needn't try for a record voyage.
he
more in your line than playln' tor to play the hand for him until
but deepening rapidly as the tide flows.
returned.
The best time to visit the flats tide steamboat We're over the worst of
The spectator took the cards,
Berving, of course is the early morn- it now. Say! you and I didn't head for whereupon the first player loft the
too
we?"
did
soon,
n
port any
ing at sunrise. Then there Is an
Boon the second playei
room.
"No, I should say not. I ought to followedPretty
in the wide expanse, a snap and
of the first. The
the
example
tang and joy In the air. Ellery had have known better than to wait out two substitutes played for some time,
so
I've
been
there
about
warned
long.
to
his
mind
a
take
made, up
when one of them asked the waltet
tramp to the outer bar and this tide.
where the
original players were.
that's
all
Always
so arose at five, tucked a borrowed
right.
are playing cards in the next
"They
Dick
to
a
be
a
derelict, mav
ud
-pair of fisherman's boots beneath his glad
the waiter's reply.
'"" -- " "
arm. and., without seirLng fl.nyUiine t.i tiiniiiCc lor salvage, yon know.
'
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"Better Get Aboard, Hadn't You?"
Ha!
Bmell if I met it In Jericho.
there she deepens again. That was
the bar and we're over it.'
"The wind had gone down to a stiff
;sailin' breeze, and the old Debby S.
slantK'tl. alone afore it. Sometime
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See Van Petten for Insurance.

For Tomorrow Saturday Qctobbr 12th.
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Light automobile
lamps
o'clock this evening.
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pounds beet sugar for
pounds cane sugar for
pound sack Empress flour
M flour.
Diamond
BacK
v
pound
pound can compound
pound can compound
..
Large can tall salmon ,
Blair brand fancy sugar com per can
Empson'B Leader peas, per can
corn per can
Large can Reindeer brand hulled
can . .i.
baked
beans,
per
brand
Reindeer
?0c
for.
full
of
prepared musjni-pint (milk bottle)
of
full
Mason
Jar
pickles
Quart
pound can Huyler's cocoa...
pound can Wm. H. Baker's cocoa
1 pound Walter Baker's premium chocolate...........,...

16
15
48
48
10
5
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FOR SATU

The board of county commissioners
Perry Onion and Son, the floriste,
have purchased a new delivery wagon will meet In adjourned session on
vhich they put in commission today. Monday morning of next week.

CHAVEZ GETS A CLOSE
DECISION OYER
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ftill at Lndwij llfeld's Hardware Slore All this Week
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Finch's Golden Wedding Rye, aged
in the wood. Direct from distillery
to yon. At tlie Lobby, of course
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As Low
As High

)

as $13.50
as $27.50
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Overcoat

You get REAL
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Go to the White Kitchen for good
Wanted Every woman in Las Ve
home cooking; best service and clean- gas to attend the mass meeting to be
liness. Special dinner Sunday. No held in the Commercial club rooms FIGHT AT ALBUQUERQUE CAST
extra charge. Meals 25 cents.
NIGHT 13 ONE OF BEST
Wednesday afternoon, October 16.
EVER STAGED THERE.
The many friends of Miguel Baca
Albert Minks, a gent from Indiana,
who is confined at his home at Upper was brought before Judge D. R. Mur
Albuquerque, N. M., Oct 11. In a
Las Vegas on account of illness, will ray this morning on the charge of fight that was full of action in every
be glad to know that Mr.. Baca is trespassing on Santa Fe railroad prop- round from the first to the tenth, Benimproving.
erty. Because of being "broke" he ny Chavez of Trinidad, Colo., Rocky
was allowed to go without paying the mountain bantamweight champion,
Every woman is requ8ted to con usual oosta. Minks was arrested by last night was awarded the decision
sider herself a committee of one to Special Officer L. B. Norris.
over Tommy Ryan of San Francisco,
promote the interest of the mass
by Referee Dave Roll. The fight was
Tomorrow is Columbus day, which comparatively even, Chavez having a
meeting to foe held in the Commercial
club rooms Wednesday afternoon, Oc was declare! a legal holiday by tne decided advantage In but two rounds,
recetn session of the state legislature. the third and the eighth, while the
tober 16.
In Albuquerque the KnightB of Co ninth was distinctly Ryan's. Had Ryan
The postoffloe at Henry, Eddy coun lumbus have planned to celdebrate the followed up his advantage of the prevty. New Mexico, will be discord!! ued occasion with appropriate exercises. ious round, when the tenth opened, he
October 37, by the United States On Sunday the Knights will exemplify might have earned a draw, but Chavez
postofflce department and all mail for the three degrees of the order to a had him on the defensive throughout
that office v.ill be sent to Euniie, New class of several candidates. Several the round and prevented him showing
Las Vegas members of the order are enough class this round to score a
Mexico.
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THAT HIGH ORDLiR tliat
have made THIS the GREAT

EST Clothing Store in the
City. Two Overcoats here

to any other stores orse
You lose if you don't see us
before you buy.
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Roclwtcr.N.Y

planning to be present.
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Tha Modern Woodmen of America
meeting, which was announced to be
held last evening, will be held this
evening at 8 o'clock in the Woodman
hall on Sixth street. All members of
the Modern Woodmen in Las Vesas
are requested to attend this meeting
as it is to be an Important one
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The special rate tickets in Colorado
for the Mountain and Plain Festival
at Denver will not be on sale by the
Santa Fe railroad' until Monday, October 14. Ootober 14, 15, and 16 will
be the only days on which the tickets
will be pn sale. The return limit on
these tickets will be October 21.
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The Coney Island Musical company
arrived this afternoon and will appear
tonight at the Duncan opera house.
The opening production is the well
known Cohan play, "Papa's Millions,"
a comedy in two acts with 12 "musical
numbers. Tomorrow evening the company will present the "Dazzling Wi

J. H. STE
GROCER

dow" with new songs and dances.

SEE! This fine Dinner
Set for 5 Coupons from
$3.90
EMPRESS Flour CASH
REGULAR RETAIL VALUC, $13.00
And oar
Vt pnrrhftAftd several carload! of this beautiful dfnner-wnrfeirg purchase ea&hled the uiauulactnrer to trtve as an exclusive denlKO
nu
very low price. We sre charging part of the cost to "advertising
expense." and only ank you to pay a percentage of the actual cost of the
met, lb la of A beautiful "Cosmos" design aud cannot be duplicated la
duality for less than 14 In any retail china utoro It fa gUiMpM lv both

the manufacturer ana ourselves.
Tbore is cmipon In every sack of LARABEE'iHFlputf tend us live
f d
on pons ami ftt.uo
cash, dratt, postal or expreftfl monev osdesi and we will
nnd yoa one ot these boautiful Beta by freight. 5Adirese tsonpoua and
to The China department of tha Lambda Flout" Mill Company,
Kansas. B ure to write your nnnuMiUd adflnias plainly.
KoKeia' tillverwar
The coHpons in LAHABFE'S Flour are alfto sood
and OLhor valuable preuiiumAak lor duBuclpuv
tfulu,

tr

EMPRESS, you know, is that "Mighty-GooFlour that makes Baking

The Duncan team won the "Amateur" bowling contest at the Elks' alleys last evening, the total score "it
the evening being 2,962 pins that is
both teams scored the above total. Joe
Danziger captained the losing team
and was high man for the evening
with a total of 427 pins with Hm
Duncan a close second with a total of 413 pins. There were no low
scores made during the evenin??, as
every man who bowled rolled to the
best of his ability. The contast was
a close one and when the final score
was added up by the official scorer
It showed that the Danziger team had
a lead of five points. On checking up
the scores, however, Bank Stenograph
er James S. Duncan, Jr., found an er
ror of ten pins in the first total, there
by making the Duncan team the final
winner. The two teams were represented by only four men, but in the
next contest, to be held some time
next week, it is hoped each team will
have Ave men.
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Delight

ALL GROPERS
Trv a SacklYovnrEtkeit.

At

lb Ifza of tie 1st of Evuy!3 Eatable

ieD

AS

ipnni

FEDERAL

sending it
We will wash it

drit

the flat pieces or

the whole washing as you
prefer. You will find our prices within your reach.

THE GRAAF & HAYWARDO. STORE

617 Douglas
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The Famoui Taylor Nursery Bed

TUE FAMOUS TAYLOR NURSERY

BED

REGULAR RETAIL PRICE

COflPLETE

$16.75

WITH MATTRES"S

We have only a few of these Beds so call early

J. C. JOHNSEN
-- EXCLUSIVE

a

SON

LOCAL AGENTS

'

THE SUPERS0E1TY CF "OLD

EESTEA0"

Mil

Trade demands this flour to such extent that local competitors unable to sell tbeir own brands resort to devious
methods of obtaining supply of "Old Homestead."
Our sales increase daily by SUCH acknowledgment o(
Us superiority and selling qualities.

Order "Old Homestead" from your grocer or merchant,

CHARLES ILFELD CO.

n

Vacuum
Process for the
Treatment of Coffee, mechanically purifying and cleansing the
coffe bean, rendering powerless
the properties considering baneful to persons of extreme nervous temperament,'
producing
sleeplessness, nervous chills an
tremblings,, headaches, irritab-

Its Exclusive Distributers for Las Vegas and Albuquerque
ZZZM

Jefferson Reynold President .
HaPett Raynoids Cashiei
H. Erie Hoke Asat Cashier
;

E. D. Rayuolds Vice President
rStephen B. Davis Vice President

--

ility, indigestion, etc.
Vacuum Treated Coffee

has
been proven by rigid tests. You
can drink it without the return
of the usual ill effects.

JI

FIRST NATIONAL BANK

Price in lib. Cans

OF LAS VEGAS, N.

M.

0
Capital,

Arrested

Mexico City, Oct. 11. Six American
milroad conductors who were captured
at San Alto, in northern Zacatecas,
when about to be shot recently, were
rescued by the rebel chief, Antonio
One of tne conductors is named McNabb. He is fiO veaxs old and
acted aa engineer in charge. Another of them is named, J. O'Connor.

(

DISCOVERY
QRTI1

Guadalajara, Mex.y Oct. 11, An atMitempt last night to break jail by
resulted
rebel
a
leader,
guel Guerrero,
in two prisoners being killed and several soldiers wounded. A detachment
of federal cavalry responded when the
and prevented
alarm was sounded
the escape of the lulsoners. Guerrero,
who was captured at Tepic several
month sago has since been imprisoned here.
Railway

Las Vcjfas Steam
Laundry
Phone Main 81

Ryan had no kick coming at the end
of the contest. He accepted the deci
sion without a protest. He still believes he can beat Chavez, desiring a
return match. As for Chavez, he be
lieves he is easily Ryan's master at
the fighting game and that he can
knock him out.

CAVALRY STOPS
IN

and,

quicker and better than you
can, starch it just as you like
and if you want us
it,

toiron all

LETTUCE

Reorganization for the coming fall
and winter will be effected tonight at
a meeting of the members of the
Greater Las Vegas band. The meet
ing will occur in the city hall. AU
members of the band and musicians
who would like to become members
are invited to be present. Director
Rboert Kasper has returned from his
trip to Europe where he heard the
best music i nthe world. He Is enthusiastic for a good band in Las Vegas.
The band has plenty of music and a
good assortment of instruments. Many
of the players ade among the best in
the southwest. Las Vegas people
should join in and help the band to be
A good band is the best
successful.
advertisement a town can possess.

CAUSES DEATH OF FOUR

cost-- by

tt'-i-

AUTHORIZED
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Teferee.

If you do would you not
enjoy escaping the hard work

to us to do.

liHoil h

ment.

ATTEMPTED JAIL BREAf

at little

i

n

Wasfoat
Home?
and bother? You can

A

draw.
) go pleased the
The Chavez-RyaSenor Garduno, the father of Jcse large audience immensely and though
M. Garduno, of Gonzales, was Instant- Chavez has always been a local favor.
ly killed by falling off an embankite, Ryan last night had any number
ment at Gonzales the first part of this 'of enthusiastic admirers among the
week.
Senor Garduno, who was 70 assembled fans, who shouted for him
jears old, was last seen out walking to go in and win. The Frisco boy disand although he did not return to his played good ring generalship, but cne
home in the evening, nothing was clever ducking of Chavez saved the
thought of his being absent, as it was Trinidad boxer from many a vicious
suposed that he was spending the left hook and swing that might have
night with friends. However, when spelled defeat had tnese reached the
he did not return home the second day jaw or chin.
a searching party was sent out and
On the other hand, Ryan took ev
the mangled retains of Senor Garduno erything that Chavez had in the way
were found at the bottom of a 250 of punches and stood up under them,
foot embankment over which he had proving that he is a fighter. Had the
fallen.
contest been scheduled' for 20, instead
of 10 rounds, the result might have
The opening to the publio of the "been different, for Chavez was fig.it- new soda fountain recently installed ing at a terrific pace which could not
by the Potter Candy company, yester- have helped but tire him in a maraday aternoon and evening was an thon battle, while Ryan was taking
enjoyable affair for' all of those who things coolly, and even when Chavez
visited the popular candy store. A had him in apparent distress, covered
souvenir in the form of a box of Pot nicely, preventing a knockout wallop
ters' choice candies was given to each being slipped over.
customer as well as a cut flower and
To many who saw the fight Chavez
a useful receipt book entitled "The was given the hardest battle be has
Pledge of Purity." During the after ever had in a local arena. The Trini
noon and evening tlie Simison orches- dad boy, who usually has been especial
tra furnished popular music, which ly clean In his ring work, several
was enjoyed by all. The new soda times last night resorted to rough tac
fountain ia an artistic one and modern tics, once wrestling Ryan to' the floor
in every way. It is a great addition and attempted to do so at other times.
to the Potter Candy company's equip For this work he was cautioned
by the

C D. BOUCH Ett
The Coffee Man
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$100,000 fcufcfiAjs,

and Uhdividbd Profits J35

0r

Depositors Receive Every Courtesy and Ac:
commodation Within the Scope of Good Car.Kinjj.

Interest Palfon Time Espaslis

000

